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I. Introduction
This report covers approximately the period July 1990
thru December 1990. The primary tasks during this period
have been the study of nonequilibrium chemical and radiation
models and coupling, the evaluation of various electron-
electronic energy models, the continued development of
improved nonequilibrium radiation models for molecules and
atoms, the development of precursor models and investigation
of precursor phenomena, and the development of vibrational
nonequilibrium models.
II. Personnel
The staff associated with this project during the
present reporting period have been Dr. Leland A. Carlson,
Principal Investigator, and Thomas A. Gally, Scott Stanley,
and Derek Green, Graduate Research Assistants. It should be
noted that Mr. Gally is currently supported by a NASA
Graduate Student Researchers Fellowship from NASA Johnson
Space Center and will use the results of his research on
this project in his Ph.D. dissertation. His research is
primarily in the areas of nonequilibrium chemical and
radiation models, electron-electronic energy models, and the
development of the radiation coupled nonequilibrium viscous
shock layer code. Mr. Stanley, who was supported by this
project, used the results of his research into precursor
phenomena for his masters' thesis and graduated in December
1990. Mr. Green was supported by the department during this
reporting period and has been developing vibrational
nonequilibrium models for the VSL code. Beginning January
i, 1991 he will be supported by the project. In addition,
an additional departmentally supported graduate student,
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Rajeev Koteshwar, is conducting masters' research on
flowfields involving carbon species; and it is anticipated
that portions of his work will have applications to the
present project.
III. Nonequilibrium Chemical and Radiation Models
and Couplinq Phenomena
Most of the effort conducted in this area during the
present reporting period is summarized in detail in AIAA
Paper 91-0569. This paper was presented in January at the
AIAA 29th Aerospace Sciences Meeting and a copy is included
in this report in Appendix I. Briefly the work has involved
the development of detailed nonequilibrium radiation models
for molecules along with appropriate models for atoms, the
inclusion of nongray radiation gasdynamic coupling in the
VSL code, the development and evaluation of various
electron-electronic energy models, and an examination of the
effects of shock slip.
As a result an engineering flowfield model suitable for
analyzing the stagnation region of high altitude entry
vehicles having extensive nonequilibrium has been developed.
This model includes nonequilibrium chemistry, multi-
temperature, viscous conduction, and diffusion effects. It
also, as indicated, includes coupled nongray radiative
transfer in a form that contains the effect of local
thermodynamic nonequilibrium phenomena resulting from
chemical and thermal nonequilibrium on the emission and
absorption characteristics of atoms and molecules. The
boundary conditions include multi-temperature shock slip and
a partially catalytic wall having frequency dependent
radiative properties. After comparing with flight data from
five Fire 2 trajectory points, which verified that the model
has the correct behavior and is reasonably accurate, it has
been applied to a variety of cases including two AFE
2
trajectory points, a condition representative of high speed
return from Mars of a small vehicle, a series of points at
80 km for velocities 12 to 16 km/sec, and a study of the
effects of altitude at 16 km/sec.
These studies have shown the following:
(i) Shock slip phenomena is important at all conditions
investigated.
(2) Radiation cooling/coupling is important for many
cases. Specifically,
(a) It is measureable even in the early portions of the
Fire 2 trajectory.
(b) It is minor effect for the AFE conditions
investigated.
(c) At 80 km, it is small at 12 km/sec, important by
14 km/sec, and the dominant phenomena at 16 km/sec at all
altitudes.
(d) It is very important for the high speed Mars
return case.
(3) Radiation heat transfer should be included and
varies as to source. Specifically,
(a) In the early stages of the Fire 2 entry, the
radiative transfer is primarily molecular and infrared
lines. Later, atomic VUV continuum and line radiation
becomes very important.
(b) For the AFE, radiation, while small, is imporant
and primarily molecular. It is probably mostly N2+(I-).
(c) At 12 km/sec and above radiation is a significant
portion of the total heating and is primarily due to atomic
processes. By 14 km/sec it is dominant.
(4) Local thermodynamic nonequilibrium (LTNE) is
important and should be included in all models. In
addition,
(a) LTNE depopulates the excited states of atoms and N2
molecules in the post-shock nonequilibrium region.
(b) LTNE can lead to an overpopulation of excited
states in regions of radiative cooling and in the wall
thermal layer.
(c) N2+(I -) is relatively unaffected by LTNE.
(d) The importance of LTNE is independent of radiative
coupling.
(e) The inclusion of LTNE reduces the magnitude of
radiation cooling effects.
Again, details are presented in Appendix I.
In addition, during this reporting period work has
continued on the development of the second order
nonequilibrium atomic radiation model discussed in the last
progress report. Instead of assuming that the excited
states of atoms are in equilibrium with the free electrons
and ions, this improved model uses finite rates to actually
determine the population of a pseudo-excited species. In
this model, all of the excited states are represented as a
single species, N*, and work is in progress to determine the
appropriate reaction rates associated with the population
and depopulation of such excited states. As a first effort,
only collisional mechanisms are being considered.
In Figure 1 some very preliminary results obtained
using this second order nonequilibrium atomic radiation
model approach in conjunctrion with the nonequilibrium
molecular model are presented. The flowfield conditions and
boundary conditions for this stagnation line case are 14
km/sec at 80 km with Rnose = 2.3 m. These results were
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obtained using the full electron-electronic equation model,
and thus they can be compared to those on Fig. 12 of AIAA
91-0569, which were obtained using the first order
nonequilibrium atomic radiation model. Examination of these
preliminary data indicates that compared to those obtained
with the first order model, the post shock chemical
nonequilibrium region is smaller and the electron
temperature peak is slightly closer to the shock front at a
slightly lower value. Also, the outer twenty-five percent
and inner ten percent of the stangation region is in local
thermodynamic nonequilibrium in that the N* population is
not that predicted by a Boltzmann distribution. Further,
unlike the first order model, the new excitation rate is
sufficiently fast to maintain local thermodynamic
equilibrium in the interior of the flowfield, even with
extensive radiative cooling and coupling. In fact the new
rates, which are very preliminary at this point, lead to
higher radiative cooling in the outer portions of the shock
layer. The subsequent effect is to cool the shock layer,
which leads to slightly lower wall radiative heating
predictions than those obtained with the first order model
(See AIAA 91-0569).
Again it is emphasized that the results on Figure 1 are
very preliminary; and definite conclusions should not be
inferred at this point.
IV. Precursor Studies
During the past six months, the initial research into
shock wave precursors and their subsequent affect on the
nonequilibrium shock layer around AOTV type vehicles has
been completed. The theory and primary results of this
effort are presented in detail in the masters' thesis of
Scott Stanley, which comprises Volume II of this report. In
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addition, a user's manual for the precursor has been
written; and it is included as Volume III of this report.
As discussed in previous progress reports, this initial
precursor study only included precursor effects resulting
from photoprocesses involving continuum absorption phenomena
and neglected in the pre-shock region collisional chemistry
and atomic line absorption. However, in the treatment of
the shock layer, radiative gasdynamic coupling and cooling
and local thermodynamic nonequilibrium atomic line and
continuum as well as LTE molecular processes were included
in the radiation analysis. Also, in the shock layer multi-
temperature effects were included by using the quasi-
equilibrium electron energy model (QEE). However, in the
precursor, because of the sensitivity to electron and
electronic energy, a full electron-electronic energy model
was utilized. In all cases, the vehicle was considered to
have a nose radius of 2.3 m; and the freestream was assumed
to be nitrogen.
In Volume II detailed results are presented for the
precursor and the shock layer for the vehicle at 16 km/sec
at an altitude of 72 km since at this condition the
magnitude of the precursor effects was the largest of the
cases investigated. In addition, parametric studies are
presented for the precursor at 72, 75, and 80 km at 16km/sec
and for velocities of 12, 14, and 16 km/sec at 80 km. While
not presented in Volume II, many other cases were
investigated; and these are summarized in a series of
miscellaneous figures included in this volume in Appendix
II.
An attempt was also made to compare results obtained
with the present model with experimental data measured by
Omura and Presley I , who, using a shock tube having an
initial pressure of 0.2 torr, measured electron densities in
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front of a 11.89 km/sec shock wave in nitrogen. Since the
present model is for the stagnation region of a blunt body,
a direct comparison with an incident normal shock could not
be made. Consequently, two approaches were tried. The
first attempted to simulate the Omura and Presley case using
binary scaling, assuming that the corresponding nose
diameter for the shock tube case was 30.48 cm (i foot).
This value was selected since it would give the correct area
of the radiating shock layer. The conditions for this case
were Uin f = 11.89 km/sec, Tin f = 300 OK, Pinf = 38.61
dynes/cm 2, and Rnose = 210 cm. The second case used Omura
and Presley's freestream conditions "directly" and assumed
Rnose to be 15.24 cm (6 in.). Unfortunately, neither of
these approaches is a true simulation since actually the
radiating shock layer should be the same thickness as the
slug of shock tube gas between the shock front and the
contact surface. However, the latter dimension was unknown.
Results obtained using the present precursor model by
these two approaches are shown on Figure 2. Interestingly
the predictions using binary scaling and that using the
actual Omura and Presley conditions yield virtually
identical nondimensional results, which indicates that for
these conditions precursor phenomena appear to scale
binarly. However, what is even more surprising is that the
prediction for the electron densities in the region
immediately in front of the bow shock are in reasonable
agreement with those measured immediately in front of the
incident shock wave in the shock tube. Also, far away from
the shock front, the present predictions are below the
measured values of Omura and Presley. This behavior would
be expected since in the shock tube wall reflection would
increase the radiation intensity, and thus the
photoionization, to values above those expected for a
similar sized flight vehicle. While the results presented
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in Figure 2 do not verify the present model and program
because the simulation is not "perfect", they do indicate
that it has the correct phenomenological behavior and that
its predictions as to magnitudes are reasonable.
In summary, the precursor studies of this project have
developed a method to calculate the chemical and thermal
nonequilibrium precursor flowfield resulting from continuum
radiative absorption processes in the pre-shock region. In
particular, a model which properly includes photoprocesses
in the electron-electronic energy formulation has been
developed; and a similar approach could be used to include
these processes in the shock layer model. In addition, it
has been shown that precursor effects in front of the shock
wave significantly change the pre-shock electron temperature
and induce significant ionization. However, a series of
detailed parametric tests indicate that these effects, while
significant, have negligible effect on the shock layer and
the radiative flux to the body.
In examining these results and conclusions, it should
be noted that they are for a nitrogen freestream only and do
not include in the precursor region line absorption by atoms
or collisional chemistry effects. While the latter two
phenomena probably tend to have counteracting effects, the
absorption of radiation by oxygen in an air precursor could
be significant. Nevertheless, the results of this study
indicate that precursor phenomena, while interesting and
significant, have little effect on the actual shock layer
chemistry, flow properties, or radiative transfer.
V. Vibrational Nonequilibrium Studies
During the past six months, an effort has been
initiated to develop for inclusion in the nonequilibrium
radiating viscous shock layer code a vibrational
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nonequilibrium model, which would convert the present code
from a two-temperature to a three-temperature approach.
While it is eventually planned to also include as an option
the Park (T*Tvib) 0-5 model, the present effort has
concentrated on the MCVDVmodel 2. This approach retains the
CVDV vibration dissociation model of Treanor and Marrone 3,
but it has been appropriately modified to include the
vibrational translational relaxation cutoff time and
diffusive nature coefficient suggested by Park 4 . In
addition, the present model also includes electron-
vibrational coupling in both the vibrational energy model
and in the electron-electronic model. It should be noted
that in the present formulation, unlike the original CVDV
and MCVD models which utilized separate vibrational
temperatures for each species, the present model utilizes a
vibrational temperature which is representative of the total
energy of all vibrating species. In other words, like Park 4
and Gnoffo 5 , only a single vibrational temperature is
utilized.
Quite obviously, in all current vibrational models
there are several terms, such as the relaxation time cutoff,
diffusive factor form, electron-vibration coupling term,
etc. which are to a great extent empirical or which contain
empirical coefficients. Thus, as part of the present
effort, the code is being formulated so that these various
terms can be included or excluded at the user's option. In
this way the effect and importance of these terms can be
investigated.
Figures 3 shows some very preliminary results obtained
using the three temperature model at one of the CFD points
associated with the AFE. This condition is of interest
because it is in a flight regime where vibrational
nonequilibrium phenomena should be important. The present
results are for a nitrogen freestream, include shock slip,
assume a Lewis number of 1.4, and are similar to that on
Fig. 7 in AIAA 91-0569. While the method is still under
development and being debugged, these results show
significant three temperature nonequilibrium in the chemical
nonequilibrium zone behind the shock front with, due to
vibration-dissociation coupling, a consequent decrease in
the rate of dissociation.
In addition, and perhaps somewhat suprisingly, they
also indicate thermal nonequilibrium in the thermal boundary
layer near the wall. Examination of the results indicate
that this thermal nonequilibrium is due to diffusion of
cooler vibrating molecules away from the wall, which lowers
the average Tvi b below Ttran. Then strong electron-
vibrational coupling leads to a lowering of the electron-
electronic temperature below the translational values. This
strong influence of diffusional phenomena is one of reasons
it is planned to examine diffusion modeling during the next
reporting period.
VI. Publications
In January 1991, AIAA Paper 91-0569, "Nonequilibrium
Chemical and Radiation Coupling Phenomena in AOTV
Flowfields", was presented by L. A. Carlson and T. A. Gally.
A copy of this paper is included in this report as Appendix
I.
In addition, abstracts of two proposed papers were
submitted to the 22nd AIAA Fluid Dynamics and Plasma
Dynamics Conference to held in June 1991. The first, by
Thomas A. Gally and L. A. Carlson is entitled "A Flowfield
Coupled Excitation and Radiation Model for Nonequilibrium
Reacting Flows"; and second is "The Effects of Shock Wave
Precursors Ahead of Hypersonic Entry Vehicles" by Scott A.
Stanley and L. A. Carlson. Both of these papers have been
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accepted for presentation, and copies of the abstracts are
included as Appendices III and IV.
Finally, based upon information from the AIAA, the
paper "The Effect of Electron Temperature and Impact
Ionization on Martian Return AOTV Flowfields" by Carlson and
Gally should appear in the January 1991 issue of the Journal
of Thermophysics and Heat Transfer.
VII. Future Efforts
During the next reporting period it is planned to
continue the development of the nonequilibrium radiating
reacting shock layer model. Particular emphasis will be
placed on the development and refinement of the second order
atomic nonequilibrium radiation model and on the inclusion
of vibrational nonequilibrium effects. It is planned to
include not only the MCVDV type of model but also a Park
type model and to compare the two approaches.
As mentioned above, there have been many instances in
the cases investigated to date in which diffusion phenomena
have strongly influenced the result. Unfortunately, most of
the current multicomponent diffusion models have various
limitations. For example, the Moss 6 model in its presented
form does not explicitly account for multiple temperatures
and is complicated; while the model used by Gnoffo 5, which
includes multi-temperature phenomena, is only "exact" if the
diffusing species is a trace species 7. Likewise the model
in the present code, while implicitly accouting for multi-
temperature effects only via the species concentrations, is
highly approximate in its use of a single constant Lewis
number.
Consequently, during the next reporting period it is
planned to examine diffusion models and perhaps to
Ii
incorporate an improved multi-component multi-temperature
model into the shock layer code. It is anticipated that
this model will still utilize the ambipolar concept and
assume that electrons and ions diffuse together.
Finally, it is hoped that during the next reporting
period the present studies will be extended to include a
portion of the forward face of a vehicle. Also, initial
efforts to model air as well as nitrogen will be conducted.
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Abstract
A flowfield model for the nonequilibrium stagnation re-
gion of high altitude entry vehicles which includes nonequilibrium
chemistry, multi-temperature, viscous, conduction, and diffusion
effects is presented. It contains coupled nongray nonequilbrium
radiative transfer for atoms and molecules and local thermo-
dynamic nonequilibrium phenomena. Comparison with Fire 2
flight data verifies that the model is reasonably accurate; and
it has been applied to two AFE trajectory points, a high speed
return from Mars, a series of points at 80 km for 12 to 16
krnlsec, and three altitudes at 16 kmlsec. Based on these results
shock slip is significant, radiation cooling coupling is minor at
AFE conditions but important by 14 kmlsec and dominant at 16
kmlsec, radiation for the AFE is small but important and primar-
ily molecular, above 12 kmlsec atomic radiation is a significant
or dominant portion of the total heating, and local thermody-
namic nonequilibrium is important and should be included in atl
models.
Nomenclature
e, = mean thermal velocity of electrons
q, = specific heat at constant pressure
E = ionization potential
h = enthalpy
k = Boltzmaxm constant
= mass
N = number density
n, s, ff = coordinate axis
p = pressure
Q = rate of inelastic energy exchange
T = Temperature
t_, v, to = mass averaged velocity components
U = diffusional velocity
_/, = shock standoff distance
D = binary diffusion coefficient
= Reynolds number parameter
e = magnitude of electron charge
r/= heat conduction coefficient
_, = rate of elastic electron energy exchage
p = density
= wall sheath electric potential
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Copyright (_)1991 by the American Institute of Aeronautics
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subscripts
e = electron
eI = electron impact reaction
r = species
s = value behind shock
superscripts
• = electronic
n, g + 1 = iteration step
tr = translational
Introduction
In the future, various space programs will be conducted
which will require the efficient return of large payloads from
missions to the moon or to planets such as Mars. To accomplish
this task, the return vehicles will either utilize direct entry at
very high velocities or aerocapture techniques. In either case,
a significant portion of the entry will involve high velocities at
high altitudes; and, during this part of the trajectory, the vehicle
flowfields will be dominated by chemical, thermal, and radiative
nonequilibriumphenomena. To design and operate such vehicles,
it is essential to develop engineering flowfield models which
appropriately and accurately describe these chemical, thermal,
and radiative nonequilibriumprocesses and the coupling between
them.
Previously t, the importance of properly predicting electron
temperature and modeling electron impact ionization was
investigated and a quasi-equilibrium free electron energy model
and a two step ionization model formulated. In addition,
an approximate method of handling nonequilibrium atomic
radiation, which assumed that the excited states of atoms are
in equilibrium with the local free electrons and ions, was
developed t-a and applied to an eight step nongray emission-
absorption radiation model. While the results obtained with these
models were informative, the lack of detail in the radiation model,
particularly with respect to atomic lines and the bands associated
with molecular ions, and the highly approximate nature of the
nonequilibrium molecular radiation portion of the model, which
for some molecular bands appeared to underestimate the actual
radiation, indicated a need for improvement. Further, while the
quasi-equilibrium free electron energy model and its associated
assumption that the electronic temperature was determined solely
by the free electron temperature should be a good approximation
for many conditions of interest in aerocapture and entry, it was
felt that additional models should be developed in an effort to
improve the modeling of electron energy, and hence temperature,
due to its importance in determining nonequilbirum ionization
chemistry and radiative transfer.
closely predicted by a Bolmmann distribution. Likewise N2(1 +)
typically displays only a slight correction (from unity) for the
source function but a significant decrease from that predicted
using Boltmann distributions in the absorption coefficient. This
trend is also "expected" since N2 (1 +) involves two excited states,
B and A. On the other hand, while the absorption coefficient
factor for N2(2+) is similar to that for N2(l+), the source function
for 1'42(2+) is typically significantly reduced in the chemical and
thermal nonequilibrium region behind the shock front, indicating
that pre-dissociarion is significantly depleting the population of
the C electronic state.
The most interesting result, however, is that the N2+(1 -)
radiation is usually only slightly affected by nonequilibrium
phenomena. This result is in agreement with experiments which,
at least at lower velocities, have indicated a strong 1',/2+(1-)
contribution. However, since the number density of N2 + is often
only significant in the region immediately behind the shock front,
any Nz+(1 -) radiation should originate from that region. This
feature will be discussed further in the results section.
Another interesting phenomena associated with the molecu-
lar nonequilibrium radiation is that often in the thermal boundary
layer near the wall, several of the factors accounting for LTNE
exceed unity and become large. This behavior indicates an
overpopulation of excited states above values which would be
predicted by a Bolmnann distribution when intuitively an equilib-
rium distribution might be expected due to the increased density
near the wall. However, the thermal boundary layer is often in
significant nonequilibrium since the chemical reaction rates are
finite and cannot keep up with the true local equilibrium, which
leads to atom and sometimes ion concentrations above local
equilibrium. In addition, diffusion tends to perturb the species
population densities and leads to atom and ion densities above
equilibrium values, which in turn creates enhanced molecular
excited state populations. This enhancement, however, does not
lead m increased radiative emission near the wall; and in fact,
probably due to the lower electron-electronic temperature in that
region, it does not, for the cases examined, appear to affect the
radiative heat transfer. Thus, in the present studies limitations on
the molecular nonequilibrium correction factors have not been
imposed.
Nonequilibrium Atomic Radiation Model
Local thermodynamic nonequilibrium effects (LTNE) on
atomic radiation are also computed by applying correction
factors which account for the deviations in state populations
from Boltzmann distributions to the absorption coefficient and
source function values utilized in the radiative analysis. Such
atomic LTNE definitely exists in the chemical nonequilibrium
region irmnediately behind the shock front t-a,6,r where, due
to ionization via excited states, the populations of the electronic
states will be lower than predicted by an LTE assumption using the
ground state. Likewise, in regions of recombination the reverse
processes can lead to state populations above those obtained using
LTE.
The current model, which should probably be termed a first
order approximation, has been presented previously in Ref. 1-3
and similar models have been used for monatomic gases s-it.
Briefly, this model assumes that atomic ionization proceeds by
excitation from the three low ground states (for nitrogen) to the
high excited states followed by rapid ionization. Consequently,
the model assumes that excitation from the ground states to the
higher states is a rate limiting step for the ionization process
and that the excited states, because of their energy proximity to
the ionized state, are in equilibrium with the free electrons and
ions. With this approach, for example t-a, the atomic nitrogen
LTNE correction factor, which represents the ratio of the actual
population in an excited state to that which would exist for a
Boltzmann distribution, can be written as
 n+,V.Q e V(169000/T,) O)
This factor is usually less than one in ionization regions and
can be greater than one in zones involving extensive deionization.
For the results presented later, it was usually applied with no
restrictions.
In contrast, Park 12 and Kunc et al_s handle atomic LTNE
by using a quasi-steady analysis in which, while rate processes
between all the bound states and between the bound states and
the ionized state are assumed finite, they are assumed to be fast
relative to changes induced by the flowfield. Thus, at any point in
a flowfield an equilibrium between the states will exist which is
perturbed from a Boltzmann distribution due to radiative effects.
Kunc et al have performed calculations in which they specify the
electron temperature and the total number of charged particles
(defined as two times the number of atoms plus the number of
ions plus the number of electrons), leaving the actual number of
ions and free electrons to be determined as part of the unknown
populations.
Park, on the other hand, in the application of his method °
assumes the number of ions and electrons to be given by a
flowfield solution. Under this approach, a non-Boltzmann
distribution can be achieved even in the absence of radiation,
if the number of ions and electrons differs from equilibrium. To
be totally correct, however, the excitation and ionization rates
associated with each level must overall be consistent with the
ionization rates used in the flowfield solution.
Obviously, the present first order approach and those of Park
and Kunc et al represent the extremes of modeling LTNE atomic
phenomena. While the present first order approach is simplified
in its assumption that the rates between the excited states and the
free ions and electrons are infinitely fast (i.e. local equilibrium),
it does directly couple the predicted excited state populations to
the flowfield and, unlike the detailed quasi-steady approaches,
it is not computationally intensive. In addition, the latter are
sensitive to the choice of the individual rates; and it is difficult
to know which rate to adjust when comparing with experimental
results and attempting to improve the correlation. Finally, the
present model when coupled with a compatible electron impact
ionization rate has been shown to yield good agreement with
experimental ionization distances x.
andhi and ha are geometric factors for the axisymetric coordinate
system.
This full electron energy equation is integrated into the VSL
code by setting up the terms in the same form as those for the
global energy equation and then solving the equations using the
existing routine for solving the global energy equation. In the
cascade order of solving the governing conservation equations
typical of VSL methods, the electron energy equation is included
folowing the global energy equation, which is where the QEE
or QEEE equation is normally included. Initially, the electron
energy equation was not well behaved when solved in this manner
primarily due to the large order ofmagnitudeof the elastic and
inelastic exchange terms, which, since they are nonlinear, were
originally included explicitly in the calculations. Consequently,
to provide iterative stability, these terms have been linearized as
follows:
(8 . ,)""+' = + (T:+I - T:) (9)
c,+'=c,+ - (io)
\ST, ]
Another item which needs to be considered in modeling
electron-electronic energy is the proper boundary condition on
electron temperature at the wall. In most past analyses _,.2, it has
been assumed that at the wall the electron temperature is equal
to the wall temperature. Since the heavy particle temperature
is also assumed equal to the wall temperature at the wall, this
approach effectively assumes that the electron temperature is
equal to the heavy particle temperature. At first, this approach
seems reasonable and follows the philosophy that in the thermal
boundary layer near the wall the flow should be near equilibrium
and collision dominated. However, in the thermal boundary layer
the chemical rection rates are finite and often cannot keep up with
local equilibirum. This lag combined with diffusion leads to atom,
ion, and electron densities above equilibrium values and in turn
enhanced excited state populations. In addition, as can be seen
in the electron-electronic energy equation, ionic recombination
yields an increase in electron energy and tends to force the
electron temperature above the heavy particle temperature.
Further, since almost all walls are catalytic to ions and
electrons, there exists a thin plasma sheath adjacent to the wail
across which a potential develops in order to maintain zero charge
flux at the sheath edge. Since the thickness of the plasma sheath
is negligible in comparison to that of the wall thermal layer,
the edge of the sheath can be construed as being physically at
the wall. Thus, the proper wall boundary conditions on the
continuum equations should be obtained by matching the panicle
description in the plasma sheath to the corresponding continuum
description at the wall. Examination of appropriate sheath models
shows that continuity of electron energy flux requires
(,7,°T" - p,u,h, 
an, ," n=o
N.o.
- [2kT.+ I" 1]"-T- e=p\ kT, ) (11)
where the sheath potential is determined by enforcing charge
neutrality at the sheath edge. Further analysis indicates that
the heavy particle species, being in good contact with the wall,
should be at the wall temperature. An approximation of this
type of electron boundary condition has been incorporated as an
option into the present full electron-electronic equation model.
Since the present flowfield formulation does not include
vibrational nonequilibrium, the above electron-electronic energy
models do not include vibrational-electronic coupling. While this
phenomena should not be important at higher entry velocities due
to the rapid dissociation of diatomic species in and near the shock
front, it could be important at lower velocities. Thus, efforts are
in progress to include vibrational nonequilibrium and vibrational
electronic coupling; and these will be reported in a later paper.
Discussion of Results
Several sets of results obtained using the above methods and
models are presented in this section. In all cases, results are for
the stagnation streamline, utilize ninety-nine points between the
shock front and the wail, and, for simplicity, assume a nitrogen
freestream. The nonequilibrium chemistry model is similar to
the Case IT set of Ref. 1 and is shown in Table I; and it should be
representative of high temperature radiating air. For diffusion, the
approximate multi-component model of Ref. 18 has been used
with a Lewis number of 1.4. Since in a high temperature ionized
diatomic gas, charge exchange and ambipolar effects cause atoms,
ions, and electrons to all have to a first approximation similar
diffusion velocities, such a gas should be dominated by only
two diffusion velocities, that of the molecules and that of the
atoms, ions, and electrons. Thus, the present model should
adequately represent the diffusion phenomena present, including
multi-component effects. In addition, except for the Fire 2 cases,
the wall has been assumed to be radiatively black, noncatalytic
to atomic recombination, fully catalytic to ionic recombination,
and at 1650"K. This value, which corresponds approximately
to the maximum possible for a nonablating surface, has been
used for convenience and to illuminate cool wall phenomena.
However, it is recognized that for many cases of interest the heat
transfer load wiU be more than adequate to induce ablation and to
raise the wall temperature to significantly higher values. Finally,
in all cases, unless stated otherwise, shock slip is assumed,
coupled nongray radiative transfer has been included, and local
thermodynamic nonequilibrium effects have been accounted for
using the molecular and first order atomic models described
above.
Fire 2 Cases
In order to ensure that the present method and models are
reasonably correct and appropriate, results have been obtained
for five trajectory points along the Fire 2 entry profile covering
the time period from 1634 through 1637.5 see. These points were
selected because they encompass a period of the flight involving
extensive chemical and thermal nonequilibrium and changing
radiative behavior. These results have been computed assuming
a fully catalytic wall at the wall temperature measttred in flight,
and the full electron-electronic energy model has been used in
Theresults, presented on Figs. 6(a) and 6Co), were obtained
using the quasi-equilibrium free electron energy model without
the electron impact molecular dissociation reaction, and profiles
obtained with both fixed and slip shock jump conditions using
a Lewis number of 1.4 are portrayed. As shown, the electron
temperature rapidly rises behind the shock front and equilibrates
with the heavy particle temperature. However, as evidenced
by the continual decrease in temperature and the variations in
composition across the shock layer, the stagnation flow for this
case is always in chemical nonequilibrium. Also, the wall
thermal layer comprises approximately twenty percent of the
12.2 cm thick shock layer. For this case, the convective heating
was 13_55 watts/sq cm, the total radiative heat flux to the wall was
1.56 watts/sq cm, and radiative cooling effects were insignificant.
With respect to temperature, the effects of slip versus fixed
shock jump conditions seem to be confined to a small region
immediately behind the shock front. However, the impact on
concentration and particularly on total enthalpy are significant. In
fact., the total enthalpy profiles clearly show that the fixed shock
boundary condition results in an incorrect value for enthalpy
in the interior of the shock layer, leading to incorrect species
concentration values. Interestingly, when a Lewis number of one
is used with the fixed shock boundary conditions the enthalpy
profile appears to be correct and when a value less than unity
is used, the enthalpy is high in the flow interior. However, for
the shock slip condition, the enthalpy profiles are unaffected by
Lewis number. Since a Lewis number of 1.4 is more appropriate
for describing atom molecule diffusion, which is the dominant
diffusion mechanism in this flow, and since the enthalpy ratio in
the flow interior in the absence of significant radiative cooling
should be unity, these results demonstrate the importance of using
slip shock boundary conditions at these conditions.
Since at these conditions, vibrational nonequilibrium should
also be important, it is planned in a future paper to present results
which include vibrational nonequilibrium. Also, it should be
noted that since the results shown on Fig. 6 are for a nitrogen
freestream, the radiative heating values in air, based upon the
Fire 2 data, will probably be slightly higher.
AFE CFD Point 4
This condition corresponds to a"max Q" point for a heavier
AFE vehicle at which the freestream conditions are 9.326 km/sec,
26.4 dynes/sq cm, and 200°K. Stagnation line temperature and
concentration profiles are presented on Fig. 7, which compares
results obtained using the quasi-equilibrium electron-electronic
model (QEEE) including the electron impact dissociation reaction
with those using the quasi-equilibrium electron (QEE) energy
model only. The primary effect of using the QEEE model
is more extensive thermal nonequilibrium and a lower electron
temperature through much of the shock layer. Also, the combined
effect of electron impact dissociation and the QEEE model leads
to a more dissociated flow having slightly different N2 and N2 +
profiles.
However, the most significant difference in the two models
is the radiative heat transfer. For the QEEE case, the lower
electron temperature yields a total radiative flux of 1.18 watts/sq
cm, a shock standoff distance of 11.96 cm, and a convective
heating of 25.8 watts/sq cm. For the QEE model it is 2.91
watts/sq cm., 11.89 cm, and 25.7 watts/sq cm respectively.
Fig. 8(a) shows the stagnation point continuum and line
radiation distributions predicted with the QEEE model. In
the actual radiative transfer analysis, lines are considered and
integrated individually, but they are presented on Fig. 8(a) as
average values for various line groups for convenience. While
there are many infrared line groups and some in the ultra-violet,
the line contributions are negligible compared to the continuum.
Also, most of the continuum radiation (about 90%) is in the
visible and infrared below 6.2 eV; and most of that is between 2
and 4 eV. At these conditions, this radiation is due to the 1'42+(1-)
band. In addition, there is some continuum contribution in the
ultra-violet, probably due to nitrogen free-bound processes and
N2fBH) bands.
Fig. 8Co) shows the same information as Fig. 8(a) except
each line is shown individually. Many of the VUV lines above
10 eV are absorbing in their line centers, but the IR lines
are essentially transparent and appear to be strongly emitting.
However, line radiation at this condition is insignificant compared
to the continuum contribution.
As part of this study computations were also conducted
using the QEE model without including molecular LTNE effects;
and the resulting radiative heat transfer result was 8.90 watts/sq
cm. Obviously, molecular LINE is important at AFE conditions
and leads to lower radiative heating. Examination of the
results indicate that the LTNE induced by chemical and thermal
nonequilibirum drastically reduces radiation from the N2(l+) and
N2(2+) bands and significantly decreases that due to N2(BI--I).
However, N2+(1 -) is virtually unaffected by chemical and
thermal nonequilibrium phenomena. Thus, on Fig. 8, the
primary stagnation point radiation is in the continuum between 2
and 4 eV and is from the N2*(1 -) band.
At shock speeds below 10 km/sec, shock tube radiative
intensity photomultiplier mesurements indicate a sharp rise
to a peak immediately behind the shock front followed by
a decrease until equilibrium is achieved _s. Similar results
have been obtained computationally for nonequilibrium flows
for the visible region of the spectrum assuming the gas to be
transparent r. Fig. 9 shows for the present QEEE model the
variation along the stagnation line of radiative flux towards the
stagnation point, QR+, and its negative derivative, -D(QR+)/DY.
The latter is essentially what Candler r and others have termed
radiation intensity. As can be seen, -D(QR+)/DY is similar to
observed photomultiplier traces in having a peak near the shock
front followed by a steady decrease towards the wall. For this
case, no equilibrium plateau is achieved since the flow never
reaches chemical equilibrium prior to the wall thermal boundary
layer. (The oscillations near the wall are an artifact due to
significant digit error resulting from providing the plot routine
formatted data. The actual curve is smooth.) Comparison with the
temperature plots indicates that the "intensity" peak corresponds
to the maximum value in electron temperature; and near the
wall the "intensity" is negative, indicating absorption. However,
as shown by only the slight decrease in QR(+), the amount of
absorption near the wall is negligible at these conditions.
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Thetemperatureandcomposition profiles for the 14 km/sec
case are shown on Fig. 12. Since the freesu'eam velocity is
higher, the post-shock nonequilibrium zone is shorter than at 12
krn/sec, occupying only the outer 30-40% of the 9.1 cm shock
layer. The electron-electronic temperature rises rapidly and
peaks at a value several thousand degrees above the equilibrium
temperature, and the wall sheath representation only affects the
electron temperature in a small zone near the wall. For this case
the convective heating is 56.4 watts/era 2 and the radiative flux is
110.7 watts/cm 2. Interestingly, especially when compared to the
AFE cases, only about ten percent of this radiative heating is due
to molecular processes.
As part of this study, several cases were also conducted at
this condition using the quasi-equilibirum electron-electronic and
quasi-equilibriumelectron energy models; and the only difference
between the models was that the peak in electron temperature
was slightly higher and slightly further from the shock front with
the exact model than with the quasi-equilibrium models. This
behavior has been observed at freestream velocities of 12 krn/sec
and higher and is in sharp contrast to the trends displayed at the
AFE velocities. At the higher velocities there are more electrons
and the flow is dominatedby ionizationprocesses. Consequently,
the electron-electronic energy is dominated by the free electrons.
At the lower AFE speeds, there is very little ionization and the
electronic energy portion dominates the combination. Thus, the
shape and character of the electron temperature profiles appears
to be significantly different at the higher velocities than at AFE
speeds.
The spectral variation in radiative heat flux to the wall at 14
km/sec is shown on Fig. 13(a), where the conlributionsdue to line
and continuum processes have been combined and the convenient
representationof lines as group averages has been utilized. Here,
the heating due to continuum and lines is similar in magnitude
with extensive infrared and U'V lines as well as significant VUV
bound-free processes. In fact, only about twenty-eight percent
of the wall flux is from the visible and infrared below 6.2 eV.
Notice that a measureable portion of the visible radiation is
between 2 and 4 eV and is due to N2+(1-) molecular radiation.
Nevertheless, while this type of presentation is informative and
useful, especially for continuum radiation, the characteristics and
number of lines is not evident on this type of plot.
As mentioned previously, the actual radiative transfer
analysis treats lines individually, and Fig. 13('o) displays the
same information but with each line shown separately. From this
representation, it is evident that in the visible and infrared the
line radiation is primarily transparent. However, in the VUV,
many of the line centers are highly absorbing with most of the
line emission reaching the wall originating from the line wings.
In contrast to results below 10 km/sec, shock tube
photomultiplier results at higher speeds show that the radiative
intensity peak behind a shock front changes from a single peak
to a double hump peak system 2s. Experimental spectral data
indicates that the first is due to molecular radiation near the
shock front while the second is atomic radiation coupled to the
ionization process. Figure 14 shows for the 14 kin/see condition
theoretical predictions of the radiative flux towards the wall,QR+,
and the negative of its derivative, -DQR(+),DY. As discussed
previously, the latter is closely related to radiative intensity.
The present profile clearly exhibits this double hump
behavior. The first peak corresponds to the maximum value
of the electron temperature, while the second occurs at the
onset of thermal equilibrium and the establishment of near
Boltzmann distributions in the excited states, Subsequently,
radiative cooling occurs and the "intensity" rapidly decreases.
During this period, examination of the species concentrations and
of LTNE phenomena indicates nonequilibrium recombination is
induced with resultant overpopulation, compared to a Boltzmann
distribution, of the excited states. Around y/yshock of 0.3 the
flow begins to absorb more than it emits and QR+ begins to
decrease. However, as shown by the QR+ profile, which only
decreases slightly between 0.3 and the wall, the absorption in the
wall thermal layer only results in a mild decrease in QR+ at this
condition.
The temperature and composition profiles at 16 km/sec are
shown on Fig. 15, and the corresponding predicted radiative
and convective heating rates are 272.6 and 87.3 watts/cm 2
respectively. Here, the electron temperature rises very rapidly
and peaks near 20,000°K, confirming the trend that as speed
increases, the peak electron-electronic temperature increases in
magnitude and occurs nearer to the shock front. Likewise,
again due to the increase in velocity, the nonequilibrium zone is
shorter at about 20-25% of the 7.5 cm shock layer. Finally, on
Fig. 15 notice that radiation cooling effects induce both atomic
and ionic recombination starting near the end of the post-shock
nonequilibrium zone and continuing all the way to the wall.
The effect on the temperature and ionization profiles of
including radiative gasdynamic coupling in the flowfield and local
thermodynamic nonequilibrium effects in the radiation is shown
for the 16 krn/sec case on Fig. 16. The curves denoted uncoupled
do not include either radiation cooling or LTNE phenomena and
indicate for this case that nominally the nonequilibrium post-
shock zone and the wall thermal layer each affect about 20%
of the shock layer. For this case, the shock standoff distance
is 8.16 cm. However, when radiation coupling is included but
LTNE is excluded, the shock layer thickness is reduced to 7.15
cm due to the lower temperature and increased density. The
resultant profiles, designated as uncorrected, show that without
LTNE effects significant cooling occurs in the nonequilibrium
region with corresponding decreases in the electron and heavy
particle temperatures and in the apparent length of the relaxation
zone. Further, radiative losses through the shock front from the
high temperature nonequilibrium zone reduce the total enthalpy
forty percent, which leads to a cooler equilibrium zone having
less than half the ionization of the uncoupled case.
Fortunately, when both radiation coupling and LTNE effects
are included, the radiative losses are much less. As shown on the
curves denoted as corrected, the corresponding temperature and
ionization variations in the nonequilibrium post-shock region are
only slightly affected since in that region the radiative losses are
low due to LTNE effects. However, once equilibrium is nearly
established around 0.8, radiative cooling becomes the dominant
feature, the temperature steadily decreases, and the degree of
ionization rapidly decreases. Obviously, at these conditions both
LTNE phenomena and radiation coupling are important and need
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A FLOWFIELD COUPLED EXCITATION AND RADIATION MODEL
FOR NONEQUILIBRIUM REACTING FLOWS
AN EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Thomas A. Gally_,Leland A. Carlson_, and Derek Green_
Aerospace EngineeringDepartment
Texas A&M University
CollegeStation,Texas 77843-3141
SU MM ARY
Inthispaper,severalflowfieldcoupledelectronicexcitationmodels for nonequilibrium
atomicradiationsuitablefor rapidflowfieldcalculationsare presented. Further,due to
the sensitivityof results,several electron-electronicenergy and diffusionmodels are
presented and theireffecton flowfieldstructure,nonequilibriumelectronicexcitation,and
radiativetransferexamined. These models have been incorporatedinto a computational
flowfield program which includes nonequilibrium chemistry, thermal nonequilibrium,
viscous,conduction,and diffusioneffects,and coupled nongray radiativetransfer. The
latter has been modified to include local thermodynamic nonequilibrium phenomena
resultingfrom chemicaland thermalnonequilibr_um.
Comparison with the I;ire2 flightexperimentaldata indicatesthat the present models
are appropriateand reasonable. Subsequently, based upon these models, resul'csare
presentedfor a varietyof cases includingtwo ARE cases and a situationrepresentativeof
* NASA Graduate StudentResearcher
** Professor,Aerospace Engineering
*** Graduate Research Assistant
Hartianreturnaerocapture. These resultsshow the importanceof shock slip,chemicaland
radiativenonequilibrium,and radiativegasdynamic coupling. They also demonstrate the
differencesbetween using various electron-electronicenergy models and delineatethe
differencesbetween moleculardominated flows such as AFE and those characterizedby
ionizationsuch as Hartian return.
INTRODUCTION
In the future,various space programs willbe conductedwhich willrequirethe efficient
return of large payloads from missions to the moon or to planets such as Mars. To
accomplishthis task, the return vehicleswill either utilizedirectentry at very high
velocitiesor aerocapturetechniques.Ineithercase,a significantportionof the entry will
involvehigh velocitiesat high altitudes;and, during this part of the trajectory,the
vehicleflowfieldswillbe dominated by chemical,thermal, and radiativenonequilibrium
phenomena. In order to design and operate such vehicles,it is essentialto develop
engineeringflowfieldmodels which appropriatelyand accuratelydesribe these chemical,
thermal,and radiativenonequilibriumprocessesand the couplingbetween them.
Previously(Ref. I),the importance of properly predictingelectrontemperature and
modelingelectronimpactionizationwas investigatedand a quasi-equilibriumfreeelectron
energy model and a two step ionizationmodel formulated. In addition,an approximate
method of handlingnonequilibriumatomicradiation,which assumed thatthe excitedstates
of atoms are inequilibriumwith the localfreeelectronsand ions,was developed(IRef.I-3)
and appliedto an eight step nongray emission-absorptionradiationmodel. Subsequently,
the radiationtransportmethod was replacedwith a detailedmodel,which not only included
corrections for nonequilibrium atomic radiation phenomena but also contained
modificationsto properly accoun_ for nonequilibriummolecularradiation, The resultant
technique,which also includedan improved electron-electronicenergy model,was applied
to a widerangeof conditions;andthe couplingof nonequilibriumchemical and radiation
phenomena in high altitudeentry vehicleflowfieldswas studied (Ref.4). These results
showed the importanceof these processes and demonstrated that accuratepredictionsof
high altitudeflowfieldsdepended upon the number of each speciesin exciled states and
the resultant departure from Boltzmann distributions. However, since excited state
number densitiesare sensitiveto excitationphenomena, electrontemperature,and species
concentrations,which are stronglyinfluencedby electronenergy,electronicexcitation,and
diffusionmodeling,and since the approach of IRef.4 used severalapproximations in its
models,it was believedthat significantimprovements couldbe made by the development
and applicationof new models.
Thus, the primary objectiveof thispaper is to present a flowfieldcoupled electronic
excitation model for nonequilibirum atomic radiation suitable for rapid flowfield
calculations.Further,due to the previouslydiscussedsensitivities,secondary objectives
are to examine several electron-electronicenergy and diffusionmodels and to determine
their effect on flowfieldstructure,nonequilibriumelectronicexcitation,and radiative
transfer.
METHODS
The flowfieldmodel used in thisinvestigationis a viscousshock layeranalysis which
includesthe effectsof chemicalnonequilibrium,multi-temperaturethermal nonequilibrium
(electron or electron-electronic,vibrational,and heavy particle),viscosity, heat
conduction,diffusion,and radiativegasdynamic coupling. The basic method, which has
been significantlymodifiedand expanded from the versionsused in l_ef.I and 4,has been
coupledwith modified versions of the radiationroutinesof the NASA Langley program,
IRADICAL (Iqef.5),givingthe abilityto calculateflowfieldsolutionswith the effectsof
radiativecoolingpresent. The radiationanalysisin IRADICAL is a detailedmethod which
includesatomiccontinuumradiation, molecularband radialion,and atomic lineradiation;
and the originalmodel has been expanded to includenonequilibriumchemical and thermal
effectsand to account for excited state populationdistributionsdifferentfrom those
predictedby a Boltzmann distribution.Thus, the present model includesthe effectsof
localthermodynamic nonequilibrium(LTNE).
One of the advantages of a VSL method is the abilityto distributemany flowfield
pointsin regions of large gradients,such as in the region immediatelybehind the shock
frontand in the highlynonequilibriumthermal layernear the wall. However, thisapproach
requires proper shock front jump conditions since diffusion and thermal conduction
phenomena can be significantinthe regionimmediatelybehind the shock front. Thus, the
present method includes proper shock slipboundary conditions,and the importance of
includingand utilizingthese conditionswillbe shown later. In addition,the present
method permits various wall catalycityproperties and includes appropriate spectral
variationsinthe treatmentof the wall boundary conditions.
Additionaldetailsconcerningthese methods willbe presentedinthe finalpaper.
NON_'QUILIBRIUH RADIATION HODgLS
HolecularRadiationHodel
In the present engineeringapproach,nonequilibriumradiationis computed using the
modified RADICAL radiativeanalysis code and abosprtioncoefficientmodel with actual
species concentrationsand with correctionfactorson the effectivesource function and
absorptioncoefficients.This correctionfactor approach accounts for the existenceof
non-Boltzmann distributionstate populations (i.e.localthermodynamic nonequilibrium,
LTNE) and effectivelydetermines the correctstate populations. Previously_approximate
correctionfactors for molecular radiationhad been developed (Ref.3); but it is now
believed that these approximate factors overcorrectand for some molecular bands
underestimatethe actual radiation. This belief is reenforcedby the fact that
experimentalmeasurementsmadein molecularradiation dominatedshockflows show a
radiationintensity peakbehindthe shockfront in conjunctionwith the predictedelectron
temperaturepeak. Thus,significantdepletionof all of the excitedmolecularstates, as
predictedbythe theoryof Ref. 3, is not expected.Consequently,newimprovedmolecular
correctionfactors for molecularnonequilibriumradiationhavebeendeveloped.
After examingvariousapproaches,a quasi-steadyapproachsimilar to that of l_ef.6
hasbeendevelopedwhichcompulesthe electronicstate populationsassociatedwith the
radiatingmolecularbands. Specifically,for N2, the populationsof the X,A, IS,a, andC
states arecomputed_whilefor N2+theX,A, B,andD areincluded.This approachasbeen
incorporatedinto the flowfield andradiative transport code_andthere is no assumption
concerningthe existenceof equilibriumbetweenexcited molecularstates and atomsas
there was in Ref. 3. Thus, in this new molecularmodel,both sourcefunctions and
absorptioncoefficients associatedwith molecularbandradiation will be modified for
nonequilibriumeffects. However,in the quasi-steadyapproachthere is the inherent
assumptionthat therates usedto determinethe state populationsarecompatiblewith the
overall rate chemistry. For the molecules,it is believedthat the various rates are
reasonablywell ;(no_vnandthat this inherentassumptionis satisfied appropriately.
Thevariation in state populationandresultant molecularcorrectionfactors will be
discussedfor severalcasesin the final paper. In general,however,preliminaryresults
indicatethat for manycasesthat for the N2Birge-Hopfieldbandthe correctionfactor for
theabsorptioncoefficientis nearunity but that for the correspondingsourcefunctionit is
quitesmall in the nonequilikbriumportionof the shocklayer immediatelybehindthe shock
front. This behavior is what would "normally" be expectedsince N2(BH)involves
absorptionto the groundstate. LikewiseN2(i+)typically displaysonly aslight correction
(fromunity) for the sourcefunctionbut a significant decreasefrom thai predictedusing
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Bollmanndistributions in the absorptioncoefficient. This trend is also "expected"since
N2(l+)involves two excited states, B andA. Onthe other hand,while the absorption
coefficientfactor for N2(2+)is similar to thai for N2(I+),thesourcefunclionfor N2(2+)is
typically significantly reducedin the chemicalandthermalnonequilibriumregion behind
the shockfront, indicatingiht pre-dissociationis significantlydepletingthe populationof
theCelectronicstate.
Themostinteresting result, however,is thai the N2+(I-) radiationis only slightly
affected by nonequilibriumphenomena.This result is in agremmentwith experiments
which, at least at lower velociilies, have indicated a strong N2+(I-) contribution.
However,since the numberdensity of N2+ is often only significant in the region
immediatelybehindthe shockfront, any N2+(]-) radiation shouldoriginate from that
region. This feature will be discussedfurther in the results sectionand in the final
paper.
Atomic RadiationModels
In thispaper,localthermodynamic nonequilibriumeffects(LTNE) on atomic radiation
are also computed by applyingto the absorptioncoefficientand source function values
utilizedin the radiativeanalysis,correctionfactorswhich account for the deviations in
state populationsfrom ISolimanndistributions.However, two differentmodels have or are
under development;and each willbe presented,discussed,and compared inthe finalpaper.
The firstmodel,which shouldprobablybe termed a firstorderapproximation,has been
presented previously in Ref. I-4. Briefly,this model assumes that atomic ionization
proceeds by excitationfrom the three low ground states (fornitrogen)to the high excited
statesfollowedby rapidionization.Consequently,the model assumes that excitationfrom
the ground statesto the higherstates is a rate limitingstep for the ionizationprocess
andthat the excitedstates,becauseof their energyproximityto the ionizedstate, are in
equilibriumwith the free electronsandions.
In contrast,Park (Ref.6) and Kunc e_ al (Ref.7) handle atomic LTNE by using a
quasi-steady analysis in which,while rate processes between allthe bound states and
between the bound statesand the ionizedstateare assumed finite,they are assumed to be
fast relativeto changes induced by the flowfield. Thus, at any point in a flowfieldan
equilibriumbetween the stateswillexistwhich is perturbedfrom a Boltzmann distribution
due to radiativeeffects, l<uncet al have performed calculationsin which they specifythe
electrontemperature and ihe to_alnumber of charged particles(definedas two times the
number of atoms plus the number of ions plusthe number of electrons),leavingthe actual
number of ionsand freeelectronsto be determined as partof the unknown populations.
Parl<,on the other hand,inthe applicationof his method (Ref.8)assumes the number of
ions and electrons to be given by a flowfield solution. Under this approach, a
non-Boltzmann distributioncan be achievedeven inthe absence of radiation,ifthe number
of ions and electrons differs from equilibrium. To be totallycorreci,however, the
excitationand ionizationrates associatedwith each levelmust overallbe consistentwith
the ionizationrates used in the flowfie]dsolution.
Obviously,the presentfirstorder approach and those of Par;<and Kunc et al represent
the extremes of modeling LTNE atomicphenomena. Unfortunately,the present firstorder
approachis overly simplifiedin itsassumption that the rates between the excitedstates
and the freeions and electronsare infinitelyfast (i.e.localequilibrium),and the detailed
quasi-steady approaches are computationallyintensive because they include a large
number of electroniclevelsdiscretely.In addition,the latterare sensitiveto the choice
of the individualrates;and itis difficulto Know which rateto adjustwhen comparing with
experimentalresultsand attemptingto improve the correlation.
After extensively reviewing the wor_( on argon of Foley and ClarKe (Ref. ?), Nelson
(Ref. i0), etc. and the air and nitrogen wor_( of Part<(Ref. 8), Runc and Soon (Ref. 7), and
olhers, it was decided to develop a second LTNE model for high temperature nitrogen by
subdividing atomic nitrogen into two species. The first, termed Ng, for N ground,
represents the nitrogen atoms in the first three low lying electronic states of nitrogen.
The second, termed N* or N excited, representes those nitrogen atoms populating the
remaining upper electronic states. The relative densities of these subspecies will then be
determined by appropriate reaction rates between themselves, N+, e-, etc. It is believed
that this approach has the potential to be a significant improvment over the present model
in that it will allow a finite rate of ionization from excited states while retaining the
fundamental two step ionization process. In addition, by determining the excited state
number densities directly from the flowfield computation, the appropriate atomic LTNE
factors are directly obtainable and more accurate.
Initially,the second order model uses the collisionalreaction rate system shown in
Table I. In general, reaction rates for the first seven reactions are well _nown. However,
the rates for the electron-atom excitation and electron-atom ionization reactions, numbers
E:- IO, need to be determined. Currently, atom-atom excitation and photo-excitation
photo-ionization are not included since it is believed that these reactions are of second
order in the stagnation region. However, it is planned to include them later, possibly in
time for the final paper.
In this system, care must be ta_(ento properly formulate the species enthalpy of Ng and
N*. Specifically,
7-
- -E_D<r_
' - _4,<r< /71_/ (A-I)
.e=y
(A-2)
- z,zbxjo e,'s-</s_ -i_ ° "#v_- /.o_eFI O r8
E_- _qsza7_,,,-1
For equilibriumconditions,these expressionsreduceto the properforms where
(A-3)
As mentioned above,effectivereactionrates have to be obtained for reactions(8) -
(I0).l_hilein principle,these couldbe extractedfrom the work of Parr (iRef.II),the work
in iRef.7 appears to containinformationbased upon more recent data. Furthermore, it
appears to yieldexcitationratesmore compatiblewith relaxationdata behindshock waves.
Consequently,a method has been developed and a computer program writtento determine
from the detailed data of Ref. 7, effectiveforward rates for reactions (8)-(10).While
completedetails of the methodandresults will bepresentedin the paper,a preliminary
set of results is presentedin FigureI.
Also shownon Figure i is the rate of Wilson successfullyused in Ref. I and 4 in
conjunctionwith the firstorderLTNE model. As can be seen,the preliminaryrates for the
new model are fasterfor excitationfrom the ground state but are finitefor ionization
from the excited state to the continuum. Thus, they appear to have the righttrend and
magnitude. In addition,includedon the figureis the effectiveionizationrate from the
ground state directly to the continuum. As previously postulated, this rate is
considerablyslower than the excitationrate. Finally,the ground to excitedforward rate
is about two orders of magnitude slower than that which itisbelievedwould be obtained
from usingthe detailedratesinRef. iI.
Once the chemistry model involvingexcitedspecieshas been developed,the next step
is to determine the appropriateLTNE factors which should be utilizedin the radiative
analysiscode. In the finalpaper the logicbehind derivationsof these factors willbe
presentedindetail.However, preliminaryresultsare given inthe followingparagraphs.
For continuum processes involvingabsorption by an excitedstate,the absorption
coefficientfactoris
andthefactornthesource  ction e,,J
Similarly,for continuum absorptioninvolvinga "ground" state,the absorptionLTNE factor
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and the correspondingsourcefunctionfactoris
For lineprocesses involvingabsorptioninto an excitedstate,the present second order
theoryyieldsan absorptionLTNE factorof
whilefor thiscase the sourcefunctionisunchanged. On the otherhand,ifthe lineprocess
involvesabsorptionintoone ofthe ground states,the absorptionfactoris
and the sourcefunctionalsohas the factor
a
It should be noted that when the N* species is in equilibriumwith N+ and e- and the
number densityof Ng is assumed to be thatof Np these expressionsreduce to those used
with the firstorder model.
ELECTRON-ELECTRONIC ENERGY HODELS
In the resultspresented in Ref i, the electrontemperature was determined using a
quasi-equilibriumfree electronequation;and the electronictemperature was assumed to
be equal to the free electrontemperature. While it is believedthat this approach is a
good approximation for many conditionsof interest in aerocapture,it was felt that
additionalmodels should be developed in an effortto improve the modeling of electron
energy, and hence temperature, due to its importance in determining nonequilibrium
II
ionizationchemistryandradiative transfer. Specifically,two electron-electronicenergy
models have been developed.
The firstistermed quasi-electron-electronicand is similarto the firstmodel in that
itcomputes the electrontemperature assuming quasi-equilibrium.However, it explicity
accounts for the effectof elasticand inelasticcollisionson the energy contained in
electronicstates of each species as well as the free electron energy; and, thus, the
resultingtemperatureis a trulyrepresentativeof electron-electronicenergy.
The second model utilizesa combined electron-electronicenergy differentialequation
which includesthe effects of convection,conduction,and diffusionin addition to the
productionand loss of electronenergy through elasticand inelasticcollisions. The
currentfullelectron-electronicenergyequation forthe stagnationlineis
(E-l)
L ' Ex/ 
G i,
where C_ isdefinedas
-
C'/_e" "_ C (E-2)
In this equation, the viscous work terms have not been included due to the fact that they
are of lower order. In addition, radiation effects on electron-electronic energy have been
neglected as has diffusion effects on collisional energy exchange. The latter is expected
to be small in most cases due to the rapid dissociationof N2 and the existence of
ambipolardiffusion.However, itmight be importantat some of the lower AFE velocities.
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It shouldbenotedthat Eqs. (E-i)isequivalentto thatpresented by C-noffo(Ref. 12)
and J.H. Lee (Ref.13). However, itdiffersslightlyfrom thatpresentedin Ref. (i and 14)
inthatthe lattercontainsthe additionalterms
?._ d_
which arise as a resultof the differencesin the derivationof the species energy and
momentum equations. Itisbelievedthat these additionalterms occuras a resultof using
the more detailedapproach of Chapman and Cowling (Ref.15). In any event, these two
terms are expected to be small,and theirneglectin the present studiesshould not affect
the results.
Another item which needs to be considered in modeling electron-electronicenergy is
the properboundary conditionon electrontemperature at the wall. In most past analyses
(iRef.! and 12),ithas been assumed that at the wallthe electrontemperature is equal to
the walltemperature. Sincethe heavy particletemperatureis also assumed equal to the
wall temperature at the wall, this approach effectivelyassumes that the electron
temperature is equal to the heavy particletemperature. At first,this approach seems
reasonableand followsthe philosophythatin the thermalboundary layernear the wall the
flow should be near equilibriumand collisiondominated. However, in actuality,the
thermal boundary layeris in significantnonequilibriumin thatthe chemicalrectionrates
are finiteand cannot keep up with the true localequilibirum.This lag combined with
diffusionleads to atom, ion,and electrondensitiesabove equilibriumvalues and in turn
enhanced excitedstate populations.In addition,as can be seen in the electron-electronic
energy equation,ionicrecombinationyieldsan increase in electronenergy and tends to
forcethe electrontemperatureabove the heavy particletemperature.
Further,since almost allwalls are catalyticto ionsand electrons_there existsa thin
plasma sheath adjacentto the wall acrosswhich a potentialdevelops in order to maintain
zerochargefluxat the sheath edge. Sincethe thicknessof the plasma sheath is negligible
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in comparisonto thatof the wallthermal layer,the edge of the sheathcan be construedas
being physicallyat the wall. Thus, the proper wall boundary conditionson the continuum
equationsshouldbe obtained by matching the particledescriptionin the plasma sheath to
the correspondingcontinuum descriptionat the wall. Examination of appropriatesheath
models shows thatcontinuityof electronenergy fluxrequires
-
(E-3)
where the sheath potentialis determined by enforcingcharge neutralityat the sheath
edge. Further analysisindicatesthat the heavy particlespecies,being in good contact
with the wall,should be at the wall temperature at the wall. This type of electron
boundary condition has been incorporated into the present full electron-electronic
equation model,and the consequences of using it insteadof the usual wall conditionwill
be discussedinthe paper.
At lower velocitieswhere molecularprocesses dominate the flowfield,vibrational
energy effectscan also be important. In addition,for temperatures near 7500 deg I{,
vibrationalelectroniccoupling is also _nown to be important (Ref. 16). Thus, two
vibrationalenergy models are also in the process of being incorporatedinto the present
model. The first of these assumes that vibrationaltemperature is equal to the
electron-electronictemperature and the vibrationalenergy terms are included in the
electron-electronicequation model to yielda combined model. This approach has been
successfullyused previouslyby Par_((Ref. 8) and Gnoffo (Ref. i2) and eliminates the
necessityto explicityaccountforvibrational-electroniccouplingphenomena.
The second model being developed handles vibrationalenergy separately,includes
vibrationalelectroniccouplingas well as col]isionaland vibration-dissociationcoupling
effects, and yields a vibrationaltemperature separate from the heavy particleand
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electron-electronic temperatures. Thus, this model when combined with the
electron-electronicequationis what wouldnominallybe termeda "three-temperature"
model.This modelis anextensionof the MCVI)Vmodelin Ref. 3 andshouldbe applicable
overawiderangeof entryconditions
Resultsobtainedwith theseelectron-electronicandvibralional energymodelswill be
comparedand contrastedin the final paper. In addition,baseduponcomparisonswith
availableda_a,recommendationsconcerningthe applicationsof the modelswill bestated.
DIFFUSIONMODELS
In the stagnation region of a blunt entry vehicle,large gradients in species
concentrationsoccurin the nonequilibriumregionbehindthe shockfront and in the thermal
boundary layer near the wall. Thus, inthese regionsspeciesdiffusionis significantand
needs to be properly modeled. Currently,there are several models which are commonly
used, includingthe single temperature multicomponent model of Noss (Ref. i7),the
approximate multi-temperature multi-component model used by Onoffo (Ref. 12), the
multi-temperaturebinary diffusionmodel (Ref. 14) based on the wore of Fay and Kemp
(Ref.18 and 19),and the constantLewis number multi-componentapproximationof Ref. 20.
The latteriscurrentlyused by the present model.
Fortunately,as discussed in Ref. 14 and 18, an ionizeddiatomic gas will often be
dominated or closelyapproximated by only two diffusionvelocities,that of the molecules
and thatof the atoms, ions,and electrons.This phenomena occursbecause in many cases
charge exchange and ambipolareffectscause atoms, ions,and electronsto all have the
same diffusionvelocityto a firstapproximation. Thus, resultsobtained using different
models may be very similar. However, in both _he wall thermal layer and the
nonequilibriumregionbehindthe shockfront,it is possiblefor the gradientsof the atom
and ion concentrationsto have opposile signs. In those situations,the binary diffusion
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models of Ref. 14, IE:,and 19 should be inadequate;and a multicomponentdiffusionmodel
shouldbe used.
Unfortunately,most of the multicomponent models have various limitations. For
example, the Moss model in its presented form does not explicitlyaccount for multiple
temperatures and is complicated;while the model used by Gnoffo, which includes
multi-temperaturephenomena is only "exact"if the diffusingspecies is a trace species
(Ref.21).Likewise the model of Ref.20, while implicitlyaccountingfor multi-temperature
affectsonly via the speciesconcentrations,is highlyapproximate in its use of a single
constantLewis number.
In the finalpaper,resultsobtainedusing a new multicomponentdiffusionmodel willbe
presented and compared to resultsobtained with the present model and, possibly,with
those obtained using the Gnoffo model. This new model will properly account for
multicomponentdiffusiondue to concentrationand pressure gradientsin a manner which
properly includes multitemperaiurephenomena. Starting with the general diffusion
equationsin terms of the differenceof diffusionvelocities(Ref.15, also Hirschfelder,
Curtiss,and Bird),solvingthem for the differencesin diffusionvelocities,and combining
them with diffusionconservation,
- o
expressions for the individualdiffusionvelocitiescan eventually be obtained. For
example, for a gas composed only of molecules,atoms, atomic ions, molecularions,and
electrons,the resultantexpressionsare
where
) '" -
Ks,:
k 'a 16
z-/]
and
To complete the model these expressions have to be properly expressed in
multitemperature form and included properly in the VSL solulion scheme. The latter
requires in the species concentration equations oc /oy type of terms. Derivations of the
appropriate expressions is currently in progress and algebraic and flowfield results will
be presented in the final paper.
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PRELIHINARY AND PROPOSED RESULTS
In this section,several sets of resultswhich have been obtained using the above
methods and models will be presented. However, at this stage these resultsare very
preliminaryand shouldonlybe consideredindicativeof the resultswhich willbe presented
in the finalpaper. For simplicity,results have only been obtained for the stagnation
streamlinewith nitrogen as the freestream gas. The finalpaper will utilizeair and
includefullforward face solutions. The present preliminaryresultsutilizeninety-nine
pointsbetween the shock and the wall and reactionchemistryset of Ref. I. However, in
many cases electronimpactdissociation,i.e.N2 + e = 2 N + e,has been added.
Fire2 Cases
In order to ensure that the present methods and models are reasonably correctand
appropriate,results have been obtained for various trajectorypoints along the Fire 2
entry profile. These resultshave been computed assuming a fullycatalyticwall at the
wall temperature measured in flight,and the fullelectron-electronicenergy model has
been used in conjunctionwith an approximate wall sheath boundary conditionon the
electrontemperature. At the shod(_slipconditionshave been enforced;and throughoutthe
shock layer multi-component diffusionhas been includedvia the constant Lewis number
model with a value of 1.4. Nongray emittingand absorbing radiativetransfer has been
includedalongwith radiativegasdynarniccoupling/cooling.In the radiativetransferjlocal
thermodynamic nonequilibriumeffectshave been accountedfor by using the molecularand
firstorder atomic models describedabove. In additiontthe correctwall absorptivityand
reflectionpropertiesof the wall,as describedinRef.22,have been included.
Figures 2-6 show temperature and concentrationprofilesfor fivetrajectorypoints
duringthe firstperiodof the Fire2 entry. These pointswere selectedbecause they cover
the time periodof the flightinvolvingextensivechemicaland thermal nonequilibriumand
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changing radiative behavior. At 1634 seconds (Fig. 2), as evidenced by comparing the
"coupled" and "uncoupled" profiles, radiation cooling/coupling is insignificant; and the
flow never approaches a chemical equilibrium situation. Further, extensive thermal
nonequilibrium exists in the region behind the shock(front and also in the thermal boundary
layer. The latter results from allowing an approximate sheath boundary condition on
electron temperature and the fact that three body ion recombination adds energy to both
the free electrons and the excited electronic states. Interestingly, results obtained by
forcing Te to equal Tw at the wall yielded only slight differences in heating and, with the
exception of the electron temperature profilenear the wall, flowfield structure.
By i637.5 seconds, the temperature profile seems to indicate the post shock
nonequilibrium region only comprises about twenty percent of the layer and that much of
the flowfield is in equilibrium. However, while thermal equilibrium is achieved near
y/yshock of 0.75, careful examination reveals that ionization equilibrium is not reached
until about y/yshoc_( of 0.55. Further, as indicated by the temperature decrease and
changes in species concentrations, radiation coupling/cooling is significant for this case
throughout much of the shock layer. These phenomena can be seen more easily on Figure 7
which portrays the enthalpy and degree of ionization behavior along the stagnation
streamline. These profiles, which compare results including and excluding radiation
coupling, show that radiation cooling is significant for 0.2 < y/yshoc_( < 0.6 and that the
degree of ionizationis decreasing in this region due to the loss of energy by radiation.
In Figure 8, the present predictions for various heating rates measured in flight are
compared to the flight data. In flight, a total calorimeter measured the sum of the
convective heating plus that portion of the radiative heating absorbed by the gage, which
is indicated by the QC + ALPHA*(3JR line on the figure. The present predictions, indicated
by the open squares, are in reasonable agreeement with the flight data; and, while not
shown, the present predictions for convective heating are in excellent agreement with
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correspondingpredictionsof Ref. 24-26. The high value at 1634 seconds is typicalof
theoreticalpredictions_and, sincethisconditionsis dominated by convectiveheating,the
differencemay indicatethat at thispoint the wa]2 _orgage) was not fullycatalytic.This
possibilityis suggested by the results of IRef.27, which obtained good correlationwith
Fire 2 databy not assuming fullycatalyticwalls.
Also shown on Figure 8 are comparisons for radiativeheating to the wall for two
wavelength regions,.02 - 6.2 eV which is in the visibleand infrared,and 2 - 4 eV which
primarilyshouldbe due to N2+(I-) emission. For the lattercase,the flightdata exhibited
extensivescatter,and this is indicatedon the figureby the cross-hatching. As can be
seen, the present predictionsin the 2-4 eV range are within the data scatterat early
times and slightlylow at the latertimes;while the predictionsfor the visibleand infrared
regionsare low throughoutthe times considered.However, the data do appearto have the
correcttrends.
At firstglance,the radiationresultsappearingon Figure8 are distrubingdue to their
underprediction.However, the Fire 2 data isa singleexperiment,and thus must be viewed
with careland the present resultsare for a nitrogenfreesteam and not air. V_hileit is
generallytruethatequilibriumnitrogenand equilibriumairwillyieldalmostidenticalwall
radiativeheating rates if they are at the same temperature and pressure, identical
freestream conditionswillyieldcoolerequilibriumtemperatures for nitrogenthan for air.
For example, for the 1637.5 sec case, the equilibriumtemperature for a nitrogen
freestream would be 10155 I(while for an airfreestream itwould be II021 I(.This small
4.5}.difference,however, leads to a radiativeheatingrate forair60% higherthan that for
nitrogen. Since the present results were obtained matching freestream conditionson
velocity,temperature,and pressure and not post shock conditions,the present radiative
heatingpredictionsshouldbe below the flightvalues,particularlyat the latertimes where
the flow isapproachingequilibrium.As can be seen on Figure8,thisisindeedthe case.
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To further test thisconjecture,a case was run using a slightlydifferentfreestream
velocityand pressure that were designed to match the 1637.5case in air. _Jhilethistest
was not completelysuccessfulinthat the resultanttemperaturewas stillslightlylow, the
radiativeheatingresultsfrom thiscase,shown as solidsymbols on Figure 8,were higher
and closerto the flightdata.
To further identify the characteristicsof the radiativeheating of Fire 2, the
stagnation point radiativeflux is presented in Figures 9-ii as a function of energy
(frequency)for three trajectorypoints. On these plots, the line and continuum
contributionsare plottedjointly.Also, for convenience,the lineradiationis presented
for linesthat are closetogetheras an average value over an appropriatewidth. Itshould
be noted,however, that in the actualcalculationsthe linesare treated individuallyusing
appropriatelineshapes.
As can be seen, at 1634 seconds most of the radiativefluxis incontinuum radiation
between 2 and 4 eV and ininfraredlines,with about 20_.of the totalbeing from lines.In
fact,for this conditionseventy percent of the predictedstagnation point radiationis
below 6.2eV. At 1636 sec,the resultsindicatethe presence of more lineradiationoverall
and increasingcontinuum radiationin the vacuum ultraviolet(_q.l_;and by 1637.5 sec
there is extensive lineand _9JV flux.In fact,at the lattertime the characterof the
radiationhas changed so that 537.is from linesand only 437°of the totalisbelow 6.2eV.
However, ina11threecases thereisextensiveradiationinthe 2-4eV range.
The latterrange (2 - 4 eV or 0.3 - 0.6 microns)was spectrallymeasured inflight,and
the present predictionsfor thisrange are shown on Figure 12. For thisregionmost of the
continuum contributionis from N2+(I-). Notice that at i634 sec most of the flux is
between 3 and 3.5 eV (.35- .4 microns),but that by I_37.5 sec the flux is relatively
constant. This trend and the relativelevelsare in excellentagreement with the flight
data presentedinRef.23.
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Baseduponthese comparisonswith the Fire 2 flight data, it is believedthat the
presenl method and models are reasonable and appropriate.Thus, they shouldbe usefulin
studyinga wide varietyof enlry vehicleflowfieldsituations.
AFE CFD Poin_ 2
This conditioncorrespondsto what isoften referredto as the "max Q" computational
point for one of the initialAFE trajectoriesat which the frees,ream velocityis 8.915
km/sec,freestreampressure is 15.715dyne/sq cm and temperatureis 197.I0!K. For this
case,the free streamis consideredto be nitrogenand the nose radiushas been assumed to
be 2.3 meters. Also,the wall has been assumed to be radiativelyblack,catalyticto ionic
recombinationbut noncatalyticto atomic recombination,and at a temperature of 1650 I{.
Figures 13-15 show stagnation line results obtained for this case under various
assumptions. In allcases,nongray radiativetransferhas been includedand LTNE has
been accountedfor usingthe molecularand firstorderatomic models previouslydescribed.
Also, for these cases the electrontemperature was requiredto equal the heavy particle
temperatureat the wall.
The results presented on Figures 13 (a) and (b) were obtained using the
quasi-equilibriumfree electron energy model without the electron impact molecular
dissociationreaction,and profilesobtainedwith both fixedand slipshockjump conditions
using a Lewis number of 1.4are portrayed. As shown, the electrontemperature rapidly
rises behind the shock front and equilibrateswith the heavy particletemperature.
However, as evidenced by the continualdecrease in temperature and the variationsin
compositionacrossthe shock layer,the stagnationflow for thiscaseis always in chemical
nonequilibrium.Also, the wall thermal layer comprises approximately twenty percent of
the 12.2cm thickshocklayer. For thiscase,the convectiveheatingwas 13.55watts/sq cm
and the totalradiativeheat fluxto the wallwas 1.56watts/sq cm.
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With respectto temperature,the effects of slip versusfixed shocRjumpconditions
seemsto be confinedto a small regionimmediatelybehindthe shocRfront. However,as
can be seen, the effects on concentrationand particularly on total enthalpy are
significant. In fact,the totalentha]pyprofilesclearlyshow thatthe fixedshocR boundary
conditionresultsin an incorrectvalue for enthalpy in the interiorof the shock layer,
leading to incorrectspecies concentrationvalues. Interestingly_with the fixed shocR
boundary conditions,when a Lewis number of one is used the enthalpy profileappears to
be correctand when a value less than unity is used, the enthalpy is high in the flow
interior.However, for the slipshocR condition,the enthalpy profilesare unaffectedby
Lewis number. Since a Lewis number of i.4 is more appropriatefor describingatom
moleculediffusion,which is the dominant diffusionmechanism in thisflow,and since the
enthalpy in the flow interiorin the absence of significantradiativecoolingshould be
unitytthese resultsindicatethat onlythe slipboundary conditionis appropriatefor these
condi_cions.
Figure 14 shows the same case but with the electron energy modeled using the
qausi-equilibriumelectron-electronicmodel. As can be seen, this model leads to a
significantdecrease in electron temperature and increase in the extent of thermal
nonequilibrium.In fact,almost the entireshod(layerisinthermal nonequilibriumfor this
conditionand mode]. As a resultof the electrontemperature decrease the shock layeris
slightlythickerat 12.5cm and the totalradiativeheatingis reduced to 0.61watts/sq cm.
The convectiveheating to the partiallycatalyticwall is re]ativelyunchanged at 13.65
watts/sq cm.
On Figure 15 resultsare also presented for this case using the quasi-equilibrium
electron-electronicmodel,but for this calculationelectronimpact dissociation(N2 + e =
2N + e) has been included. Since this reactionuses free electronenergy to dissociate
nitrogen molecules,ithas a slightlylower electrontemperaturethan the previous result.
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Consequently,the radiative heat transfer is predictedto beonly 0.43watts/sq cm. For
this model,the shocklayer thicknesswas 12.5cmandthe convectiveheatingrate was
13.62watts/sqcm,whichareessentiallythesameasthepreviouscase.
Theseresults demonstratethe importanceof usingslip shockboundaryconditionsat
theseconditionsandthesensitivityof radiativeheatingto electrontemperature modeling.
Since at these conditions,vibrationalnonequilibriumshould also be important, it is
planned in the finalpaper to include resultswhich includevibrationalnonequilibrium.
Also,it shouldbe noted that since the resultsshown on Figs. 13-15 were for a nitrogen
freestream,the radiativeheatingvalues inair,based upon the Fire2 data,willprobably
be slightlyhigher.
AFE CFD Point4
This conditioncorrespondsto a "max (3"pointfor a heavierAFE vehicleat which the
freestream velocityis 9.326 kin/see,freestream pressure is 26.4 dynes/ sq cm and
temperatureis200 IC.Again the freestream isnitrogen,the nose radiusis 2.3m, the wall
is assumed to be partiallycatalyticat 1650 I{,and both molecular and atomic nongray
radiationhave been includeusing the molecularand firstorder LTNE models. Stagnation
linetemperature and concentrationprofilesare presented on Figure 16, which compares
resultsobtained using the quasi-equilibriumelectron-electronicmodel ((IEER)including
the electronimpactdissociationreactionwith those using the quasi-equilibriumelectron
(GLEE)energy model only. As for CFD Point i,the primaryeffectof using the gERE model
is more extensive thermal nonequilibriumand a lower electrontemperature thru much of
the shock layer.Also, the combined effectof electronimpact dissociationand the (IERE
model leads to a more dissociatedflow havingslightlydifferentN2 and N2+ profiles.
Again,the most significantdifferenceinthe two models is the radiativeheat transfer.
For the QRRE case,the lower electrontemperatureyieldeda totalradiativefluxof 1.18
watts/sq cm, a shock standoff distance of !1.96 cm, and a convectiveheating of 25.8
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watts/sq cm. FortheQEEmodelit was2.91watts/sq cm.,II.E:9cm,and25.7watts/sq cm
respectively.
Figure 17(a)showsthe stagnationpoint continuum and line radiationdistributions
predictedwith the QRER model. In the actual radiativetransfer analysis,lines are
considered and integrated individually,but they are presented on Fig. 17 as average
values for variouslinegroups for convenience. As can be seen, there are many infrared
linegroups and some in the ultra-violet.However, compared to the continuum,the line
contributionsare negligible.For the continuum,most of the radiation(about90%) isinthe
visibleand infraredbelow 6.2 ev; and most of that is between 2 and 4 ev. At these
conditions,this radiationis due to the N2+(I-) band. Also, there is some continuum
contributionsin the ultra-violet,probably due to nitrogen free-bound processes and
N2(IBH)bands.
Figure 17(b)shows the same informationas Figure 17(a)except each lineis shown
individually.As can be seen, many of the VUV linesare absorbingin theirlinecentersand
the IR lines are essentiallytransparent. However, for this case line radiatfonis
insignificantcompared to the continuum contribution.
As part of this study,computations were conducted using the gEE model without
includingmolecularLTNE effects_and the resultingradiativeheat transferresult was
8.90watts/sq cm. Obviously,molecularLTNE isimportantat AFE conditionsand leads to
lower radiativeheating. Examination of the resultswhich includedLTNE effectsindicate
that the LTNE induced by chemical and thermal nonequilibirum drasticallyreduces
radiationfrom the N2(I+)and N2(2+)bands and significantlydecreases thatdue to N2(BH).
However, N2+(I-) is virtuallyunaffected by chemical and thermal nonequilibrium
phenomena. Thus_ on Fig. 17, the primary stagnationpoint radiationis in the continuum
between 2 and 4 eV and isfrom the N2+(i-)band.
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At shockspeedsbelowI0 Kmlsec,shocktubephotomultiplierresulls indicatea sharp
rise in intensity to a peakimmediatelybehindthe shockfront followedby adecreaseuntil
equilibriumis achieved (_ef.28). Similarresullshave been obtained computationallyfor
nonequilibriumflows for the visible region of the spectrum assuming the gas to
transparent(Ref.16). Figure 18 shows for the presen_ (IEEE model the variationalong
the stagnationlinein radiativefluxtowards the stagnationpoint,QR+, and its negative
derivative,-DOJR+/DY. The latteris essentiallywhat Candler (Ref.16) and others have
termed radiation intensity. As can be seen, -DQIR(+)/DY is similar to observed
photomultipliertracesinhavinga peak near the shock frontfollowedby a steady decrease
towards the wall. For thiscase,no equilibriumplateauis achieved sincethe flow never
reaches chemical equilibriumprior to the wall thermal boundary layer.(The oscillations
near the wall are an artifactdue to significantdigiterror resultingfrom providingthe
plot routine formatted data. The actual curve is smooth.) Comparison with the
temperatureplotsindicatesthatthe "intensity"peak correspondsto the maximum value in
electron_emperature;and near the wall the "intensity"isnegative,indicatingabsorption.
However, as shown by only the slightdecrease inOJR(+),the amount of absorptionnear the
wallisnegligibleat these conditions.
AOTV-- 14 Kin/sect80 Km
This case is representativeof a small Mars returnaerocapturevehicle.(Inthe final
paper,resultsfor severalcases representativeof Mars/Lunar returnwillbe included.At
present,itisplanned to coverentry speeds of I! - 16 Km/sec and altitudesof70 - 80 Kin.)
For thispreliminaryresult_the freestream is consideredto be nitrogenat 180.65K and
I0.35dynes/sq cm. The nose radiusis2.3 m, the wall is assumed to be partiallycatalytic
at 1650 Rt and both molecularand atomic nongray radiationhave been includeusing the
molecularand firstorder LTNE models. Stagnation linetemperature and concentration
profilesobtainedusing the exactelectron-electronicenergy model are presentedon Figure
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19, which compares results obtained with and without radiative gasdynamic
coupling/cooling.Further,shockslip andanapproximatesheathrepresentationwereused
as boundaryconditions;and electron impactdissociationwas includedin the reaction
chemistry.
As canbeseen,the postshod(electron-electronictemperaturepeaksat a valueseveral
thousanddegreesabovethe equilibriumtemperature,andthe wall sheathrepresentation
only affects the electrontemperaturein a small zonenearthe wall. For this case,_he
shocklayer thicRnesswas9.03cm,_hecovectiveheatingwas56.8watts/sq cm,andthe
radiativeheatingwas i I i.? walts/sq cm. Interestingly, especiallywhencomparedto the
AFEcases,onlyabouttenpercentof this radiativeheatingis dueto molecularprocesses.
As part of this study, severalcaseswere also conductedat this conditionusingthe
quasi-equilibirumelectron-electronicandquasi-equilibriumelectronenergymodels;and
theprimarydifferencebetweenthe modelswasthat thepearin electrontemperaturewas
slightly higherandslightly further from the shocRfront with the exactmodelthanwith
the quasi-equilibriummodels. This behaviorhasbeenobservedat frees,reamvelocities
of i2 km/secand higherand is in sharp contrast to the trends displayedat the AFE
velocities. Apparently,at the highervelocities thereare moreelectronsandthe flow is
dominatedby ionization processes. Consequently,the electron-electronic energy is
dominatedby the free electrons. At the lowerAFEspeeds,there is very little ioni.'ation
and the electronic energyportion dominatesthe combination. Thus, the shapeand
characterof the electrontemperatureprofiles appearsto be significantly different at
Martianreturnvelocities thanat AFEspeeds.
Figure19also showsthat that radiation coolingat this condition(coupledresults) is
significant, leading to cooler temperaturesand different concentrationprofiles. The
magnitudeof radiation cooling is quite evident in the total enthalpyand degreeof
ionizationprofiles displayedon Figure20. As canbeseen,radiative coolingis present
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throughoulmostof the shocklayer andsignificantly decreasesthe amountof ionization.
Also, the effects of diffusion nearthe shockfront canbeseenin the enthalpy changes in
thatregion. Similardiffusioneffectsexistnear the wall,but the decrease inenthalpy due
to thermal conducliondominates the profileand prevents them being observed on the
figure.
The spectralvariationinradiativeheat fluxto the wall is shown on Figure 21, where
the contributionsdue to line and continuum processes have been combined and the
convenientrepresentationof linesas group averages has been utilized.Here, the heating
due to continuumand linesissimilarin magnitude with extensiveinfraredand UV linesas
wellas significantVUV bound-free processes. In fact,onlyabout twenty-eightpercent of
the wall fluxis from the visibleand infraredbelow 6.2 eV. Notice that a measureable
portiono4 the visibleradiationis between 2 and 4 eV and is due to N2+(I-) molecular
radiation. Nevertheless, while this type of presentation is informative and useful,
especiallyfor continuumradiation,the characteristicsand number of linesis not evident
on thistypeof plot.
As mentioned previously,the actual radiative transfer analysis treats lines
individually,and Figure22 displaysthe same informationas Figure21 but with each line
shown separately.From thisrepresentation,itis evidentthat inthe visibleand infrared
the lineradiationis primarilytransparent.However, inthe MUV, many of the linecenters
are highlyabsorbingwith most of the emission reachingthe wall emanating from the line
wings.
In contrastto resultsbelow I0 l<m/sec,shocl<tube photomuliiplieresults at higher
speeds show thai the radiativeintensitypear behinda shocl<front changes from a single
peal<to a doublehump peal<system (IRef.28).Experimentalspectraldata indicatesthat the
first is due to molecularradiation near the shocl<front while the second is atomic
radiationcoupled to the ionizationprocess. Figure 23 shows for the present case
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theoreticalpredictionsof the radiativefluxtowards the wall,QR+, and the negativeof its
derivative,- D(3R(+),DY. As discussed previously,the latter is closely related to
radiativeintensity.
As can be seen on the plot,the present profileclearlyexhibits this double hump
behavior. The firstpeak corresponds to the maximum value of the electrontemperature,
while the second occursat the onset of thermalequilibriumand the establishmentof near
13oltzmanndistributionsin the excitedstates. Subsequently,radiativecoolingoccursand
the "intensity"rapidly decreases. During this period, examination of the species
concentrationsand of LTNE phenomena indicatesnonequilibriumrecombinationis induced
with resultant overpopulation,compared to a Boltzmann distribution,of the excited
states. Around y/yshocK of 0.3 the flow begins to absorb more than i_ emits and glR+
begins to decrease. However, as shown by the OR+ profile,which onlydecreases slightly
between 0.3 and the wall,_he absorptionin the wall thermal layer only resultsin a mild
decrease ingR+ at thiscondition.
Finally,Figure 24 present some very preliminaryresultsobtained using the second
order nonequilibriumatomic radiation model in conjunctionwith the nonequilibrium
molecularmodel. The flowfieldconditionsand boundary conditionsfor this case are 14
km/sec at 80 Km and are identicalto those of Figure 19. Examination of these preliminary
data indicatesthat compared to those obtainedwith the firstorder model,the post shock
chemical nonequilibriumregion is smaller and the electrontemperature peaks slightly
quid(erat a slightlylower value. Also, the outer twenty-five percent and inner ten
percentof the stagnationregionis in local_hermodynamic nonequilibriumin that the N*
populationis not that predictedby a Boltzmann distribution.Further,unlikeFigure I%
the new excitationrate is sufficientlyfastto maintain localthermodynamic equilibriumin
the interiorof the flowfield,even with extensiveradiativecooling/coupling.In factthe
new ratesactuallyleadto higherradiativecoolinginthe outer portionsof the shocklayer.
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However,the effect is to cool the shocklayer and this leads to slightly lower wall
radiativeheatingthanwith thepreviousmodel.For this result, the radiativeheatingwas
i05.6watts/sq cm,thecovectivewas60.3watts/sq cm.andthestandoffdistancewas8.82
cm. The final paper will also include air results and, for several cases, flowfie]d
computationsinvolvingthefront faceof representativevehicles.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, several flowfieldcoupled coupled electronicexcitationmodels for
nonequilibriumatomic radiation suitable for rapid flowfield calculationshave been
presented. Further,due to the sensitivityof results,severalelectron-electronicenergy
and diffusion models have been presented and their effect on flowfie]d structure,
nonequilibriumelectronicexcitation,and radiativetransferhave been examined. These
models have been incorporatedinto a computational flowfieldprogram which includes
nonequilibriumchemistry, thermal nonequilibrium,viscous, conduction,and diffusion
effects,and couplednongray radiativetransfer. The latterhas been modified to include
local thermodynamic nonequilibriumphenomena resulting from chemical and thermal
nonequilibrium.
Comparison with the Fire2 flightexperimentaldata indicatesthat the present models
are appropriateand reasonable. Subsequently, based upon these models, results are
presented for a varietyof cases includingtwo ARE cases and a situationrepresentativeof
Martianreturnaerocapture.These resultsshow the importanceof shockslip,chemicaland
radiativenonequilibrium,and radiativegasdynamic coupling. They also demonstrate the
differencesbetween using various electron-electronicenergy models and delineatethe
differencesbetween moleculardominated flows such as AFE and those characlerizedby
ionizationsuch as Martian return.
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The Effects of Shock Wave Precursors Ahead
of Hypersonic Entry Vehicles
An Extended Abstract
Scott A. Stanley" and Leland A. Carlson"
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas
S_IARY
In order to determine the effects of the shock wave precursor on the flow field around
an aerocapture vehicle entering the earth's atmosphere, a computational method has been
developed to calculate the gas properties in the precursor region. A viscous shock layer program
was used to predict the gas properties in the shock layer, and a spectrally detailed radiation
model has been used to predict the emission and absorption of radiation. Expressions have been
developed for the mass production rates due to photoprocesses and the effects of absorption and
emission on the individual energy modes of the gas.
are shown and discussed for a representative case.
The flow field properties in the precursor
The changes in the shock layer properties
and the radiative flux to the body, resulting from including the precursor effects, are also
discussed.
PqTRODUCTION
With the recent emphasis placed on the future exploration of the planet Mars and the
subsequent return of men and samples to earth, there has been increased interest in the
development of accurate prediction methods for the fluid flow around hypersonic entry vehicles.
This renewed interest is a result of the plan to use an aerocapture technique to provide the
* Graduate Research Assistant, Aerospace Engineering Department
** Professor, Aerospace Engineering Department
2velocity reductionnecessaryto placethespacecraftin earthorbit. Thebenefit of this approach
is that aerodynamicdrag, resulting from the interactionof the spacecraftwith the high altitude
atmosphere,canbe usedinsteadof propulsivebraking to slow the vehicle to orbital speeds.
This technique permits a reduction in the fuel necessary for the mission and increases the return
payload capability.
A portion of hypersonic flow fields which has received little attention in recent years is
the shock wave precursor, the radiation dominated region of cold gas ahead of the shock.
Recent work in hypersonic flow field predictions has concentrated on the shock layer, the region
between the shock wave and the body. In the precursor, radiation emitted by the gas in the
shock layer is reabsorbed; this absorption of radiation causes a heating as well as excitation,
ionization and dissociation of the gas ahead of the shock. These changes in the conditions ahead
of the shock in turn might effect the gas behind the shock. The preheating of the gas in the
precursor, as well as the introduction of electrons and ions could potentially increase the rate
at which the gas behind the shock approaches equilibrium. For certain cases, it has been
predicted that the precursor causes significant increases in the radiative heating to the body. 1.2
The primary objective of this research was to properly model and ascertain the effects of the
precursor ahead of an entry type vehicle in the earth's atmosphere.
METHOD
Precursor Formulation
For this engineering model, it was decided that treating the earth's atmosphere as a
nitrogen gas was an acceptable approximation. Due to the predominance of nitrogen in the
3atmosphere,aswell asthe low levelsof radiationpresentin the strongabsorptionregion for the
oxygen dissociationcontinuum it is believed that a nitrogen gas will sufficiently model the
absorptionof cool air.
In order to determinethe effectsof theprecursoron the gasin the shock layer and the
radiativeheattransferto thebody, a computationalmethodandprogramwasdevelopedto solve
theone-dimensionalEuler equationsfor thegascomposition,temperature,pressure,densityand
velocity on the stagnationstreamlinein the precursor, including the effects of thermal and
chemicalnonequilibrium. The basicgoverningequationsfor the inviscid flow in theprecursor
region are:
Continuity,
Momentum,
Energy,
-_x(PV) = 0 (1)
aH aq
pvm ÷ -- = 0 (3)
ax &,c
where, H, is the total enthalpy of the gas given by:
1
H = h + --'v: (4)
2
Ov 0p
pv-- + -- = 0 (2)
0x Ox
and,
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h = tiP- + _ (%. + e_ot_ + e_, + e_t, + e_°) (_
n=l
In the energy equation above, q is the radiative flux; and the term aq/ax is the change in the
radiative flux due to the absorption of radiation and not that due to the geometry of the problem.
This will be discussed in further detail later in the text.
In order to include the effects of chemical nonequilibrium, a continuity equation for each
species is added to the above set of equations. The dominate chemical reactions in the precursor
region are those due to the absorption of radiation; therefore, the effects of collisional reactions
in the cool precursor are neglected in comparison to the effects of the radiative reactions. The
photoreactions used in this model include the dissociation of molecular nitrogen and the
ionization of both molecular and atomic nitrogen:
N2 + hu _k,l 2 N
N_ + hu __k,2 N2 + + e
N + hu _k,3 N + + e
The species continuity equations are of the form:
pv_ = - m,, hv Ox
0
where the term on the right hand side is the mass production rate of the nth species due to
radiative reactions. The variable, Y',., in this term is a factor accounting for the proportion of
the total radiationabsorbedat the frequencyu which is associated with the production of the nth
species. These terms are given by:
k I + k t k z
yS = vt v2 yS = v2
2kl _ - k t k /
V3 y$ -- V3
"M k / v,,. "z.-;
Vt, o¢ 'V t,o¢
(7)
k / + k t
V 3 V 2
¥_' =.
c" k]
V_
where the absorption coefficients, k/, I, kS, 2 and U, _ are those associated with the three
radiative reactions above. U,,o, is the total absorption coefficient for all absorption and emission
processes.
The effects of thermal nonequilibrium
electron/electronic energy equation:
are included through the use of an
where,
a, .. av "" v2 &/
_x tpve') = -P"_x + _ _''' + _"
..z 2 ax
""" ?Y_ (hv_ - AE,ta, - D i) aqvdv+
-- hv ax
i=l 0
+
-- hv
i-l 0
(8)
11'1,11
II Pc- o (9)
e, - e- + _ (e,ta, + e,,)
P n-I
The last three terms in equation (8) account for the effects of absorption and emission on the free
6electronkinetic energy, the electronicenergyand thezeropoint energy.
In this model,theexcitedelectronicstatesaxeassumedto be in thermal equilibrium with
the free electrons. This is a good engineeringapproximation for the shock layer and is
frequentlyusedin thisregion. However, asdiscussedby NelsonandGoulard3,in theprecursor
region the temperaturegoverningthe electronicstatesis expectedto be greaterthan the heavy
particle temperaturebut lessthan theelectrontemperature. Ideally, a three temperaturemodel
should be used allowing a separateelectronic temperature;however, the mechanismsand
expressionsfor the transferof energybetweenthe electronicstatesand free electronsare not
well known or understood. In order to correct for the local thermodynamicnonequilibrium
betweenthe free electronsand the electronicstates,a collision limiting correction4 is applied
to thepopulationsof the molecular electronic states.
The equation of state for a two temperature gas is necessary in addition to the above
equations to calculate a complete solution. This equation is:
-,¢p.11 <10 p : ÷ p P'-(r - r)tT ) M,_
where the last term allows for thermal nonequilibrium between the electrons and the heavy
particles.
Radiative Transfer Calculations
In computing the shock layer radiative phenomena, the usual engineering approach is to
use the tangent slab approximation. Since the ratio of the shock layer thickness to the vehicle
radius or diameter is small, this approach is appropriate. However, in the precursor region
ahead of the shock front, important phenomena occur at significant distances from the vehicle;
7at thesepoints theradiating shocklayer only comprisesa smallportion of the sphericalfield of
view. In otherwords,asthepoint of interestin theprecursormovesawayfrom the shockfront,
the radiating shocklayer andbody do not appearto be infinite slabsand the actual solid angle
over which theradiation shouldbe spatially integratedmustbe properly computed.
By assumingthatthere is no emissionin the precursorregion, it canbe shown that the
appropriateexpressionfor the radiative flux at a point in theprecursor is:
[ ]
q, = 2_rlTg(r) I1-Cos2BE3(rSec_8)l
E3(r') J (II)
"i ' ' E3((r,-r_')Sec_)-E3(r, Sect)
+ s,E2( , 1 Cos2 J
where B is one-half of the angle subtended by the body as viewed from the point in the
precursor. It should be noted that this equation is essentially the tangent slab expression except
that each term has been modified by an attenuation factor which depends upon the vehicle size
and the location of the point of interest. In this equation, the first term in brackets is the
attenuation factor related to the wall radiation and the second term in brackets is the attenuation
factor related to the shock layer radiation. Since it is anticipated that the radiation from the
shock layer, rather than the "cool" wall, is absorbed in the precursor, the present engineering
model utilizes the shock layer attenuation factor on all of the radiative terms. Using this
attenuation factor, the radiative flux in the precursor can be expressed as:
qv = AF, q ZS (12)
8whereAF, is the attenuation factor and q rS is the radiative flux at the point assuming tangent
slab.
In the species continuity and energy equations, the terms involving the radiation appear
as a divergence of the flux and are defined to account for the absorption and emission of
radiation at a point. However, simple differentiation of equation (12) yields:
8q,, Oq_ rs aAF,, (13)
- AF + q,,
Or. * 3x 3x
In this expression, the first term on the right hand side is the change in the radiative flux due
to the emission and absorption of radiation, but the second term is the change due to the
geometry of the problem and should not affect gas. If the second term were included in the
species continuity and energy equations, an essentially transparent radiation would appear to be
absorbed due to the spatial variation of the attenuation factor.
The NASA Langley program, RADICAL, is used to perform the tangent slab radiation
calculations in this model and these results are corrected in the precursor region for the
geometric attenuation of the radiation. RADICAL uses a spectrally detailed absorption
coefficient model and includes the effects of atomic continuum, molecular continuum and atomic
lines. The absorption coefficient model in RADICAL has been modified to include the effects
of absorption in the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield molecular band of nitrogen as well as photoionization
of molecular nitrogen. For the relatively cool nitrogen gas in the precursor region,
photodissociation occurs primarily through absorption in the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield band and
the subsequent predissociation out of the a_IIt excited state.
9The radiative processes included in the calculation of the emission and absorption in the
shock layer and precursor are given in Table 1. In the shock layer, the continuum processes for
molecular and atomic nitrogen, as well as the lines associated with the nitrogen atom are
included. In the precursor region, however, the absorption and emission of radiation through
the atomic lines is neglected; however, absorption through the atomic lines is expected to have
only a small influence on the precursor due to the low atomic concentrations in this region.
Shock Layer Calculations
For this model, the conditions of the gas in the shock layer are found using a viscous
shock layer, VSL, program written by Thompson 5. This program has been modified
extensively by Carlson and Gally _ and includes the effects of chemical nonequilibrium, thermal
nonequilibrium, atomic local thermodynamic nonequilibrium and radiative gasdynamic coupling.
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Table I: RadiativeProcessesIncluded in the ShockLayer andPrecursor
Shock Layer:
Radiative Process
Free-Free, Bremsstrahlung
N - Low Frequency Ionization
(Highly excited states)
- High Frequency Ionization
(Ground and first two excited
states)
- Atomic Lines
N 2 - Birge-Hopfield Molecular Band
- 1st Positive Molecular Band
- 2nd Positive Molecular Band
N2 + - 1st Negative Molecular Band
Frequency Ramze (eV)
0.0 < hv
0.0 < hv
10.8 < hv
6.50 < hv < 12.77
0.75 _ hv < 4.5
0.75 _< hv < 4.5
2.23 < hv _< 4.46
Precursor:
Free-Free, Bremsstrahlung
N - Low Frequency Ionization
(Highly excited states)
- High Frequency Ionization
(Ground and first two excited
states)
N 2 - Ionization Continuum
- Birge-Hopfield Molecular Band
- 1st Positive Molecular Band
- 2nd Positive Molecular Band
- Lyman-Birge-Hopfield Molecular Band
- Dissociation Continuum
(Adjoining Lyman-Birge-Hopfield
molecular band)
0.0 < hv
0.0 < hv
10.8 < hv
8.24 _< hv
6.5 < hv < 12.77
0.75 < hv < 4.5
0.75 < hv < 4.5
4.77 _< hu < 9.78
9.78 < hv
N:* - 1st Negative Molecular Band 2.23 < hv < 4.46
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TYPICAL RESULTS
The results enclosed herein are for the stagnation streamline of a 2.3 m nose radius
vehicle at a velocity of 16 Km/sec and an altitude of 80 Km. These conditions are within the
possible range associated with an aerocapture vehicle returning from Mars. The freestream
conditions associated with this altitude are:
T_, = 180.65 K
P_ = 10. 72 dyn/crn 2
po, = 1.99x10 s g/cm 3
Figures 1 to 6 show the heavy particle temperature, electron/electronic temperature,
pressure, total enthalpy, density and velocity in the precursor for this case; figures 7 to 11 show
the variations of the mass fractions through the precursor for the five species, N2, N2 ÷, N, N +
and e. The radiative flux through the shock wave for this case was 264.5 Watt/cm 2. As can
be seen in figures 5 and 6, the density and velocity were constant in the precursor. This verifies
¢
what was shown by Tiwari and Szema 7'2 and assumed by many other researchers. 8,9,1°
Through the precursor region, there was a steady increase in the heavy particle temperature,
pressure and total enthalpy of the gas due to absorption of radiative energy by the gas; however,
for this case the changes in the heavy particle temperature and total enthalpy were very small.
The increase in these properties was less than one percent through the precursor; the pressure,
on the other hand, increased by greater than five percent.
The variation in the electron/electronic temperature as seen in figure 2 was not the steady
increase exhibited by the other properties. The high electron/electronic temperature far ahead
of the shock wave was a result of the fact that the electrons due to photoionization far from the
shock were created by the absorption of high energy photons. However, as shown in figure 11,
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in this regiontherewerevery few electronspresent. Theelectrontemperatureincreasedslightly
to a peakvalue of 4620 K approximately 140 shock standoff distances ahead of the shock and
then decreased to a value of 3350 K immediately ahead of the shock. This decrease in the
electron temperature in the region from 126 shock standoff distances ahead of the shock to the
shock wave was due to the production of "low" energy electrons in this region. These electrons
resulted from the absorption of photons much closer to the ionization threshold than those
absorbed further from the shock. Since the electron temperature is a measure of the average
energy of the electrons, the introduction of these "low" energy electrons resulted in a decrease
in the average electron energy.
By comparison of the relative magnitudes of the species mass fractions in the precursor,
it can be seen that the dominate photoprocess in the precursor was photoionization of the
nitrogen molecule. The presence of the electrons produced through this process at the elevated
electron temperature discussed above was expected to have the greatest effect on the gas behind
the shock wave.
The frequency variation of the radiative flux through the shock front for this case is
shown in figure 12. As can be seen in this figure, the radiation passing through the shock was
primarily in the infra-red and ultra-violet frequency ranges. The majority of the infra-red
radiation was due to emission by the body; although, a small portion of tkis was due to the 1st
and 2nd positive molecular bands of the nitrogen molecule, the 1 st negative band of the ionized
nitrogen molecule and the atomic lines of the nitrogen atom. The cool gas in the precursor was
essentially transparent to this infra-red radiation; the radiative energy absorbed in the precursor
region was primarily in the ultra-violet frequency range. This radiation was due primarily to
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the Birge-Hopfield molecularbandof the nitrogen moleculeand the ionization continuumof
atomicnitrogen.
Figures 13 to 21 show the variation of the heavyparticle and electron temperatures,
pressure,densityandmassfractionsfor eachspeciesthroughtheshocklayer both including and
neglectingthe effect of the precursoron the conditionsdirectly in front of the shock. From
thesefigures, it canbe seenthat the precursorhad negligibleeffect on the shock layer in this
case. Theprimary effectof theprecursorwas to changethe conditionsof thegas immediately
after passingthrough the shockwave. As canbe seenin the figures therewasa slight change
in the electron temperature;likewise, the massfractions for the electrons, atomic and ionic
specieswere nonzero immediately behind the shockdue to the precursor. These changes,
however,had negligible influenceon therestof the flow field. It shouldalsobe mentionedthat
therewasnoperceptiblechangein theradiativeflux throughthe shockor to the wall dueto the
precursor for this case.
In addition to thecasepresentedherein,a seriesof parametricstudieswill beconducted
overavelocity rangeof 12 to 16Km/sec and at altitudes ranging from 70 to 80 Km. This range
of conditions should provide an idea of the precursor effects for a broad range of aerocapture
trajectories.
CONCLUSIONS
Although this precursor model does neglect the effects of collisional chemistry and the
absorption of radiation through the atomic lines, it is believed to be one of the more detailed
models applicable to aerocapture type flow fields. In this analysis, no assumptions are made
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regardingany of the flow field propertiesin the precursor,as is donein much of the previous
work on precursors. The effectsof both chemicalandthermalnonequilibrium are includedin
this method, and a detailed spectralanalysis is usedin the calculation of the emissionand
absorptionof the radiation. This analysisalso involves a nitrogen gas in order to model the
earthsatmosphere;the majority of thepreviouswork involving monatomicgases.
Although this studydealt with the radiative effectsin the precursor region, the terms
developedin this studyfor massproduction ratesdueto radiative reactionsare alsoapplicable
in the shocklayer. Likewise, the analysisin this studyof theradiative effectson eachenergy
modeof thegas is applicablein the shocklayer.
°
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Figure 14: Electron Temperature in the Shock Layer;
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